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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nuclear spectroscopic studies often provide valuable in­
formation about properties of the nucleus. In particular, 
the spins and parities of nuclear levels and multipole orders 
of transitions within the level scheme are of vital impor­
tance to an adequate determination of the validity of nuclear 
model predictions, Dsually such assignments are made on the 
basis of supportive evidence from several experiments, where 
cross-checking is done for self consistency, k gamma-gamma 
angular correlation experiment can provide a direct measure 
of the spins of levels and/or mixing ratios of multipole 
orders of transitions. A gamma-gamma directional correlation 
experiment measures the number of coincidences between two 
gamma rays in a cascade of a nucleus as a function of angle 
between the emitted gammas. 
The first «oric in directional correlation between 
transitions was a theoretical treatment by Hamilton (1) done 
in 1910. Several years of experimental failures left 
Hamilton's treatment untested. In 19<&7 Brady and Deutsch (2) 
performed the first successful directional correlation exper­
iment. The initial experiments were done with tso Geiger 
counters placed a various angles. Data collection was a slow 
and arduous task. Bith the introduction of scintillation 
counters, fast electronics, and reliable multichannel 
analyzers (3,4,5,6), experimental run time was reduced by a 
2 
factor of 105, 
Today one can exploit the high energy resolution of 
semiconductor detectors to extend angular correlation stud­
ies, also, fast logic circuitry has evolved to the point of 
sophistication where coincidence information can be obtained 
from several different angles simultaneously, k 
aultidetector system (7,8, 9, 10, 11) has several detectors in 
fixed positions about the radioactive source. Clearly such a 
system has the advantage of rapid data accumulation# and 
eliminates the need for half-life corrections with short­
lived activities. However, the complexity of logic circuitry 
can cause problems in terms of misrouted coincidence events, 
and give rise to possible differences in rates of coincidence 
counting of each logic circuit for a detector pair. 
For this work a seven-detector angular correlation appa­
ratus was used - Six SaliTl) detectors and one Ga(Li) 
detector were placed around the source chamber. All angles 
were measured with respect to the Ge(Li) detector. During an 
experiment, coincidence events between the six Ge(Li)-Nal(Tl) 
pairs were stored in six regions of a 16384-channel (16K) 
analyzer. 
Two experimental configurations are available for data 
accumulation. One configuration allows for one energy gate 
to be set on a given transition for each NaT (Tl) detector. 
The coincidence data in this mode of operation are stored as 
3 
siK Ge(Li) spectra, one spectrum per angular separation. The 
second configuration is the two-parameter mode. In this mode 
all coincidence events between the Ge(Li) detector and a 
Nal(Tl) detector are stored as paired channel addresses on a 
buffer tape, and several energy gates can be set after the 
experiment is completed. 
All previous measurements (12) made with this apparatus 
have been done on off-line activities. These nuclei were 
produced by the TRISTAN isotope separator system. For the 
present work the angular correlation apparatus has been 
adapted for on-line use with the TRISTAN isotope separator. 
This report will present, in order, a discussion of the 
theoretical background of gamma-gamma angular correlations, a 
brief description of the apparatus and experimental proce­
dure, and the results of three experiments. Measurements 
have been zade for cascades in tso even-even nuclei# 
and 90Sr, and one odd-odd nucleus, ^*ocs. The gamma-ray 
decay schemes for these three nuclei have been determined 
from previous experimental studies. 
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II. THEOBEHCAL FOUNDATION 
Whenever two or more gamma rays are emitted in a cascade 
an angular correlation experiment can, in priaciple, be 
performed. Data from such an experiment give a measure of 
the probability of two coincident gamma rays being emitted in 
a cascade, and in two directions differing by an angle 6. 
The probability distribution function can be written 
W(0) = A^ (l + E A^ P^ (cose)) 
n = 2 • - e v e n  
where is the Legendre polynomial of order n, and An is an 
arbitrary normalization constant. Opper-lirait restrictions 
on the value of n will be noted later. It is common in 
angular correlation work to choose the angle-independent term 
to be 1, which implies Ag = 1. This convention is adopted in 
this work. 
From experiment, values for the A^'s can be determined 
via a least-squares method. A^ is a function of the spins of 
the levels and the multipole orders of transitions in the 
cascade. Hence, information concerning these spectroscopic 
quantities can be obtained. This chapter contains a discus­
sion of the development of the angular correlation probabili­
ty distribution function tî(0). The theoretical treatment 
presented here has been developed by Williams (13). 
5 
A. Sadiation and Multipole Fields 
A com piete discussion of the emission or absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation requires the framework of the quan­
tum description of radiation. Such a treatment is a topic in 
field theory involving creation-destruction operator 
formalism. For most electromagnetic radiation phenomena en­
countered in the study of the nucleus, however, a classical 
treatment of electromagnetic fields is sufficient. 
The initial assumption made is an affirmation of the 
validity of Maxwell's equations for nuclear charges and 
currents. The time-dependent Maxwell's equations are written 
in Gaussian units as 
V - E  =  
— —* ' , — —^ * 
V • H = • M 
— ' 1 H —* ( —» I 
VxE = ^ (H + A-otM ) 
VXH' = ^ J' + ^ A'+i A' 
c c dt c dt 
where is the true charge density, P' the polarization, J' 
the free current, and H' the magnetic moment. The primes in­
dicate that there is an explicit time dependence present. 3y 
virtue of a second assumption, namely that electromagnetic 
transitions between energy levels of a nucleus are single, 
monochrcnatic processes, the time dependent variables are 
written in the form 
6 
v' = V 
where m is the energy of the photon. 
Recognizing the powerful mathematical techniques embod­
ied in the Racah algebra of angular momentum theory, one may 
classify radiation according to the angular momentum carried 
off by the field. With this in mind, the usual definition of 
a 2"^-pole multipole field is the solution to Maxwell's 
equations in free space, which is also a simultaneous eigen-
function of the square of the total angular momentum opera­
tor, one component of the angular momentum, and the ptarity 
operator. Also note that: (1) if the parity of the magnetic 
field is (-)J then this is said to be an electric multipole 
of order 2^, and, (2) if the parity of the magnetic field is 
then this is said to te a magnetic multipole of order 
2" = 
A particular solution of the free space Maxwell's 
equations which also satisfies the requirements of a 2^-pole 
multipole field is the vector spherical harmonic defined as 
- = 1 / \L-1+m c—T / ^ ^  
'jLm ^^ '9; - v _m/ 
where Y (8,<{)) is the spherical harmonic function of order 
L, in - V 
L, the e^'s are spherical unit vectors, and the factor with 
large parentheses is a 3-J symbol. Four angular momentum 
properties of the vector spherical harmonics of interest here 
7 
are 
f TjL„(e.<P> = l-(L+,)A^  Tjum(9.f) 
The usual method of solution is to expand the H field in 
terms of vector spherical harmonics and solve Maxwell's equa­
tion via a variation of parameters, or Green's function 
method. 
The two measured quantities in the solution are the 
fields E and H. Expressions for these fields are written for 
each type of multipole field: 
i. I For a 2*^-pole electric multipole («ill be denoted 
EJ henceforth) 
E . -a (e) E •J2(j+v)^ 1 \ 'f) hj.,(kr) T (6,9) 
V=+1 " 
T ' 
ii.) For a 2 -pole magnetic multipole (aill be denoted 
KJ* henceforth) 
8 
" °  •^2(j '+v)+ I  ^ •'  ^")hj, .^(kr) „ '(e. 
( 2 )  
Bote that hj(kr) is the spherical Hankel function of the 
first kind, k is the wave number, equal to w/c, and the 
ajjjj^mj's represent the amplitudes for %he Z'^-pole 
electric/magnetic multipole. 
B, Energy Emitted from an Electric/Magnetic 
Multipcle Mixture per unit Time into Solid Angle do(8,4)) 
Consider the time-dependent Poynting vector 
S'=—(E'XH'>. The primes again represent an explicit time 
ATT 
dependent character for the corresponding variables. Under 
the monochromatic, single-process photon assumption it can b 
shown that the time-averaged Poynting vector is 
S = Re ( fx H) (3) 
The Poynting vector represents the energy emitted per unit 
time per unit area. Let a be defined as the energy/time. 
Then the Poynting vector has a component in the radial direc 
tioD. r with value e - S, where e is the radial unit vector. 
r r 
9 
Then, 
r 
du I 
r direction 
1_ Ai I 
^2 dQ ^ direction 
or the energy emitted per unit time into solid angle dîî( 6 , 4 ) )  
is 
In a classical representation of electromagnetic 
radiation the E and H fields of a photon are, in general, de­
scribed by a summation of expressions corresponding to sever­
al multipcle orders. In particular, for a radiative transi­
tion between two levels with spins Ij^, Ic angular momentum 
selection rules limit the tnultipole orders between Jl^-Ij^J 
and If+I^» inclusive. However, transition probabilities de­
crease rapidly with increasing multipolarity. Indeed, for 
most cases it is sufricient to express each field of a photon 
as a sum of two expressions from neighboring multipole 
orders. Such a description is referred to as a mixed 
multipole. From equations 1 and 2 it is straightforward to 
write explicit expressions for the fields of a photon with an 
HJ'/EJ multipole mixture. 
du 
d0(9jcp) (4) 
E = E, 
EJ + E MJ 
10 
From equations 1-5 the explicit form for the energy 
emitted per unit solid angle per unit time is 
; -Re 
v=+l dQ(9,cp) 2 - k r  
X hj.,(kr) + Sj,^ ,(r.)hj,(kr) 
x  ^(-)"' V2(j'+v) + l 
*• v=+1 
"  ( o  y  o )  
Clearly four terms result frcm the cross product. Each term 
is processed in a straight forward manner with the aid of the 
identity 
,9) = -i V6(2Li.!) Z ' M ft  ^ } 
, \o o o/ II I LJ 
and the special properties of the 3-J and 6-J symbols as 
found in Rotenberg, et al. (14). Note that the factor in the 
curly brackets is defined as the 6-J symbol. The general 
result is given in equation 6. 
1 1  
2 du -cr 
dn(e,tp) 2n I 
X Re [ihj"(kr) (5^hj_,(kr) - ^  hj+,(k''))j 
X Re [ih j(kr) ( h , (kr) - -i;—h , (kr))] 
2J +1 J -I 2J +1 J +I 
+ Re|ia'-, .(»)aj„(e)[h",(kr)hj(kr)(-i^ T J9,9) 
J  M  ' •  J  
,1 ., ^  ( 2J+T • Zî+T + 2J +1 J -î 
/ . ' V: 
«î-'"  ^ I  \ }  . / I. _ \ / U / , \ 
. 1 1 . , —i— n , TTTT 
J ,J -1,m 2J +1 J +1 ^ 
Note that the explicit angular dependence is found in the dot 
products between vector spherical harmonics. 
A simplification can be made in equation 6 by noting 
that for Hankei functions of the first kind 
h^(x) exp(i(x-(l^l ) TT/2J )/X. In the case of equation 
6 the argument of the Hankei functions is the product of the 
12 
wave number times the radial distance from the source of the 
photon to the point of observation. Experimentally, typical 
distances from source to detector lie in a range greater than 
10-1 meter. For a 1-HeV photon k=5.1x10-2 a-i, so 
kr>5.1x1011 which indeed satisfies the special condition for 
the above approximation of the Hankel function. 
assume noH that the electric/magnetic multipole orders 
differ by 1, and let L'=L+1. Then, two possible cases result 
for the electric/magnetic multipole mixture; {1) an ML/EL' 
mixture, or, (2) an EL/ML' mixture. For each case, equation 
6 is simplified to the fora found in equation 7. 
- Re 
+ , .  ,(S,C0)-Ti; (G,cp) .  ,  ,(8,cp) 
2L +1 L ,L - l ,m '  L L m 
Notice here that the arguments of the field amplitudes indi­
cate the electric/magnetic multipole. In particular, case 
(1) appears above case (2). Farther, note that for the sane 
ratio of a, /a , , in each multipole case, the angular dis-
Lro. L ' m ' 
tribution of the radiation mixture is identical. This means 
that a measurement of the angular distribution of the 
radiation does not differentiate between an HL/EL* or EL/KL' 
mixture. Thus, in the following equations the field 
amplitudes will not contain any radiation type label. 
Finally, by utilizing the identity. 
L L m  L L m  
=  n / -V- t  ,  , ,(e,q))-f: (e,cp) 
2L +1 L ,L +1,m 2l '  + 1 
X T , , ,(e,cp)-T (0,cp) 
L  , L  - l , m  
equation 7 is recast in the form. 
du _ c /ia . . f . 
\  L m L L 2.kM' ' '  I ' l 'm' "  ' 
- 2 Re 
(8) 
C. The Angular Correlation Probability 
Distribution Function W(6) 
First, choose as a prototype cascade tao transitions be-
\ 
tween three spin states of the nucleus. This cascade is 
shown in Figure 1 (a). The first transition is a multipole 
mixture of order L ^ /L* where L|eL^ + 1. This transition 
14 
depopulates the level denoted by total spin and spin 
projection The intermediate state with total spin I and 
spin projection m is, in turn, depopulated by a pure 
oultipcle transition of order . The final spin state is 
labelled by total spin and has spin projection 
The transition probability of the first photon being 
emitted into solid angle dfl{0,(|>) per unit time is given in 
equation 9, 
T(l. - l,m,dQ(0,cp))= ^  (9) 
where A w is the energy of the monochromatic, single-process 
photon, and m is the spin projection substate in which the 
nucleus resides after this transition. In order to utilize 
the explicit expression for du/{dn(0, <})) ) in equation 8, 
recall that this equation is a result of a classical treat­
ment of electromagnetic radiation and that translation into 
quantum mechanical form is necessary. In particular, the 
field amplitudes in equation 8 are now represented as matrix 
elements of the form <Im|a^ ^  ll^m^>. 
Since interest here lies in the angular distribution be­
tween the two gammas emitted, it is appropriate to use the 
direction of the first gamma ray as defining the z-axis of 
the coordinate system. By combining equation 8, the Higner-
Eckart Theorem, and some Sac ah algebra, equation 9 is 
rewritten in the form 
15 
c(2| + l) 
T(l. -• I ,M) = I I- II. ^I2 
8n^ k^ )lœ(2l.+1) 
m 
Z f ' 'î\ 
;m'L f" '  "^î/ 
(2L/+1)^ 
o m -m / 
'U !'• 1;) ('h-o'ic !• v) 
2 -
- 26 ' W ' "-1 'A /[pT , 
-m m' m. / \ -m m' m./ . 2L,+1 +l)'s/2L|+l 
(1' !• i-)] "» 
where m'=m =m', <I||a ||Ii> is the reduced matrix element of 
1 1 
the amplitude a , and ô = <IlJa' jjl. >/<!! I a ÎJI.> is the 
Lj 1 1 
mixing ratio. The square of the mixing ratio represents the 
ratio of intensity of the higher order nultipole to that 
of the lOHer aultipole order Thus the expression 
f 2 
lOOx—-— is the percent mixture of multioole order L®. Note 
1+6^ 1 
that the angular dependence is gone since this gamma ray 
16 
defines the z-axis, and hence the aziouthal and polar angles 
are set to zero. Also, by summing over spin projections 
of the initial spin I and dividing by + an average over 
these substates is made. The taking of an average can be 
justified by noting that at room temperature the substates 
are equally populated, since the hyperfine splitting of these 
substates due to the interaction of the magnetic moment of 
the nucleus with the induced magnetic field of the electrons 
is much smaller, by several orders of magnitude, than kT for 
a Boltzman distribution. 
Equation 10 gives a measure for the relative population 
of the intermediate spin substates m. This observation is 
used together with equation 8 to yield an expression for the 
transition probability of the second photon being emitted 
into solid angle d5 (8, ({)) per unit time and ending up in any 
m/ 
Since we are interested in the angular distribution of 
the radiation, constants are combined into an arbitrary 
normalization factor N^. Note also that this equation is a 
weighted average in terms of the relative population of the 
T(l -  |^,dn(6,cp)) = N, S 4 
' \L,m 
17 
intermediate spin projection substates a. Since the z-axis 
is defined by the direction of first gamma ray, the azimuthal 
angle 0 in this equation represents the angle between these 
successive transitions. Thus this equation is a measure for 
the probability distribution of these successive transitions 
being emitted at an angle 6 . 
Upon recasting the vector spherical harmonics, the 
angular dependence is seen explicitly in equation 11. 
2 
W(e) = N2 2 T(l. - I,m)(-)*2(2X+I)f'f ""2 
\ -iHf m/ 
o -X)t o 4 3" 
where P (cose) is the Legendre polynomial of order x . The 
triangle rule implied in the 3-J symbol which contains zeroes 
% 7 A W 14'3 si/GW'MOÛ» iT O •• XIupOS33 ^  V3r* ^ O AT X * 
By substituting the explicit expression for T(I^^I,m) 
found in equation 10 into equation 11 and processing the 
Hacah algebra, one obtains a final form for the angular cor­
relation probability distribution function. 
18 
W(9) -  1 + r  A P (cos9) 
n = 2 , k , , . . ,even 
An = a^ (I)a„(2) 
a (1) -  ^ " P n C - l h ' ' ! ' )  
1 + S2 
( 1 2 )  
=n(2) = FnfLzLz'f') 
'i'2)= (-) ' ^ N/2n+l V2L+! V2L' + 1 
/ L  L  n \  I p 2  ' 2  " 1  
I  I  - 1  o / 1 l  l '  I , J  
The expressions for a^(1) and a^(2) represent functions in 
parameters of the first and second transitions, respectively. 
The function F„(LL«I-,l2) is called an F-coefficient, A tab­
ulation of F-coefficients is found in Siegbahn (15), 
The spin triangles in the 3-J and 6-J symbols of the F-
coefficient (LL* impose an upper limit to the value of 
n« That is, n^^^nin (21^ , L+L*) . 
D. The Angular Correlation Probability Distribution Function 
for Three Cascades 
1, Wised transitions aith one intermediate spin 
Recall that the result in equation 12 physically 
corresponds to the cascade in Figure 1(a). There are two ob-
i I L 
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Lg 
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Figure 1. Three classes of cascades» (a) mixed 
transitions with one intermediate spin 
state, (b) pure transitions (c) mixed 
transitions with two intermediate spins 
« 
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served transitions and one intermediate spin state here. 
This cascade is referred to as a direct cascade. One can 
proceed in precisely the same manner to show that if the sec­
ond transition has a aultipole mixture of order and 
the first transition has a pure nultipole contribution, 
that the form of W(6) is identical with equation 12, except 
that is quadratic in the fixing ratio and 
is equal to a single F-coefficient. 
2. Pure transitions with one intermediate spin 
In Figure 1(b) each of the two transitions has only one 
multipole component. This is a limiting case in equation 12 
where the admixture in the first transition is zero. That 
is, the mixing ratio is equal to zero, and the angular corre­
lation coefficient is just a product of the two F-
coeff icients, F^^ (L2L2lfI) • From this it is clear 
3. Mixed transitions with two identical spins 
Figure 1(c) shows the case where there are three gamma 
rays emitted in the cascade with two intermediate spins. The 
angular correlation measured for this cascade is between the 
first and third gamma rays. The intermediate gamma ray is 
not detected. This cascade is referred to as a gamma-skip-
gamma cascade. One can proceed in similar fashion to that 
outlined abore to obtain an analytical expression for the 
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angular distribution function. The results of such a treat­
ment are found in Siegbahn (15). In summary, the angular 
correlation coefficient is a product of three factors 
a^î 1) «n a 's refer to the two observed 
gamma rays and their forms are identical with those in equa­
tion 12. The third factor has the form 
where 6^ is the mixing ratio for the mixed multipole orders 
L^/L^ in the intermediate transition. The limit on the sum 
nation for this case is given by nj^^j^<min (21,2I« ,2L^, 2L2) . 
u^(LuLu I I  ) H V21+I V21'+] (-) '+! 
1  +  & u  2 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
A. The TRISTAN Isotope Separator System 
The source activities of the angular correlation studies 
in this work were obtained from the TRISTAN on-line isotope 
separator system at the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor. A 
detailed description of the system is found elsewhere 
(16,17,18,19,20,21) so only a brief outline will follow. 
A schematic view of the TRISTAN facility is shown in 
Figure 2. A zssu-enriched sample is placed in a neutron flux 
of about 3x109 thermal neutrons per cm^-sec at a reactor 
face. Noble gas fission products emanate from the stearate 
sample and are carried to the ion source through a 1.6-meter 
transport tube. The mass distribution of thermal-induced 
fission of zssq is shown in Figure 3. The noble gases kryp­
ton and xenon have yield peaks at masses 90 and 139. To 
a 4» o -a trr> ôT»-4 m (Ci r» a 1 ,4 a 4- a h a 1l 1 ôr*-IKô rt f o v" m a ^  < 
ranges 85-94 and 136-1%% with TRISTAN. 
The fissicn products are ionized, accelerated through 
50kv, focused through two electrostatic lenses, and then in­
troduced into a 90° sector magnet. Upon leaving the analyzer 
magnet the ion beam is dispersed and arrives at the collector 
box for mass selection and beam position stabilization. From 
the collector box the beam is directed, via the switching 
magnet, to the appropriate experimental station. 
HEAVY CONCRETE SHIELDING 
ACCELERATION TANK & 
ELECTROSTATIC LENSES 
90=SECTOR MAGNET 
PARAFFIN 
SHIELDINGI 
SAMPLE 
BEAM TUBE 
FISSION PRODUCll 
TRANSPORT LINE 
REACTOR 
PEDESTAL 
HIGH VOLTAGE 
CAGE 
COLLECTOR BOX 
DEFLECTION PLATES 
SWITCH MAGNET 
/3-RAY SPECTROMETER 
AND MOVING TAPE COLLECTOR 
LEAD SHIELDING WALLS 
EXTENSION TANK 
FOCAL PLANE 
a SLIT 
y-RAY 
MOVING TAPE 
COLLECTOR 
% NEUTRON MOVING TAPE COLLECTOR 
Figure 2. Schoiiatic layout of the TRIST&N isotope 
separator facility 
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Figure 3. assy fission yield as a function of mass 
number and proton number 
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For the angular correlation studies in this report the 
ion beam was deposited on an aluminized Mylar tape at the 
moving tape collector (HTC) (see Reference 22) . The HTC 
contains two reels of Mylar tape which can be driven in 
forward or reverse directions. The MTC was used here to 
enhance isobarically certain decay products of krypton or 
xenon, and in particular i*OBa. i*0CSj and '«Sr. This was 
accomplished by delaying transport of the deposit point, 
after the source was collected, to the center of the angular 
correlation chamber. Further amplification of this point 
will appear in the next chapter. 
B. The Angular Correlation Apparatus 
A top view of the angular correlation apparatus, con­
nected to the MTC, is shown in Figure 4. The apparatus 
consists of six Nal(Tl) detectors carefully positioned at 
specific angles with respect to one Ge(Li) detector. The 
Ge(li) detector, positioned in a liquid nitrogen dewar in 
Figure U, is labelled detector 5 for future reference. The 
six Nal(Tl) detectors are labelled 1-5, and 7, Nal(Tl) 
detector 1 appears, in the figure, above the angular correla­
tion chamber and just to the right of a vertical line through 
the center of the circular table top. Detectors 1-5 are 
spaced clockwise at î»5® intervals, and Kal (TlJ detector 7 
bisects the 135° angle between the Ge(Li) detector (number 6) 
and Nal(Tl) detector 1, 
Figure U. Angular correlation apparatus 
to the moving tape collector 
connected 
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Simultaneus gamma-gamma coincidence measurements are 
made between the six Ge (Li) -Nal (Tl) pairs. Thus this appara­
tus provides a measure for the angular correlation distribu­
tion function at six angles. Let 8^ be the angle between the 
i^h Nal(Tl) detector and the Ge (Li) detector. Then, 
The placement of the Nal(Tl) detectors is indicated on a 
plot of Legendre polynomials P2 and versus 0 in Figure 5. 
Note that passes through a maximum or minimum at 45° 
intervals. Thus, such a detector placement should make this 
apparatus sensitive to the magnitude of the correlation coef­
ficient . The angle 9^ = 67.5° is chosen so that not all the 
coincidence data are gathered at intervals with respect 
to the Ge (Li) detector. 
The Nal(Tl) detectors each have cylindrical dimensions 
of 5 cm (height) x 5 cm(diameter), and are optically coupled 
to B.C.A, 6342A (ten-Stage) photomuItiplier tubes. The 
preamplifier has been modified by Basinger (12) so that an 
energy signal is taken from the ninth dynode, and a timing 
signal from the anode of the phototube. The Ge(Li) detector 
is an 03TSC model 8101-0924, having 57,7 cm ^  active volume, a 
depletion depth of 1.25 cm, and a resolution of 2,4 keV 
full-width-at-half-maximum for a 1.33-îIeV gamma ray. The 
e, = 83 = 135° 
02 = 180° 
@4 = 90° 
85 = 45° 
0y = 67.5° 
R /  4 
25 
41 
50 
0 0" 
DETECTORS 
45° 67.5° 90' 
!D 
Figure 5. Legendre polynomials P^fcosG) and 
(cos 0) with d = tector"placement 
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efficiency of the detector is rated at 9.9% with respect to a 
7.6-cm z 7.6-cm cylindrical Nal(Tl) detector at 1.33 Mev, 
There are two outputs on the preamplifier, one output used as 
the timing signal and the other as the energy signal. 
C. Experimental Configurations 
The angular correlation apparatus was used in two dif­
ferent experimental configurations for the studies in this 
work. For the cascades in i*OBa and sosr, six single channel 
analyzers (SC&'s) selected an energy gate from the six 
Nal (Tl) detectors. The two-parameter mode of data accumula­
tion was used for measurements of cascades in i+ocs. à com­
plete description of the individual electronics units can be 
found in the work by Basinger (12). 
1. SCA-qated configuration 
The connection between electronics units for this con­
figuration is indicated in Figure 6. As pointed out in the 
last section each of the seven detectors provides a timing 
and an energy signal. 
In ths case of the Ge (Li) detector, the energy pulse is 
shaped and amplified by a Nuclear Data ND-52U amplifier. The 
signal then passes through a 3-microsecond delay and is 
digitized by a Geoscience 8050 analog-to-digital converter 
(àûC "Â" in Figure o). The Ge(Li) timing pulse is first 
amplified and shaped by an OBTEC Model UbU Timing Filter 
Amplifier and then goes to an OBTEC U53 Constant Fraction 
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Timing Unit. The timing signal arrives at a Chronetics Model 
11W Discriminator for pulse shaping, and finally for input to 
the fast coincidence logic circuitry (FCLC) where coincidence 
determinations are made. 
The energy pulse from each Nal(Tl) detector is 
amplified, shaped (using an ND-524 amplifier) and split into 
two identical signals^ One signal goes directly to the input 
ot an SCA, while the other passes through a 3 microsecond 
delay and is then input to a linear gate. The timing pulse 
initially goes to a fast amplifier with a risetime of a few 
nanoseconds. From the fast amplifier the timing signal is 
pulse-shaped by a Chronetics Model 114 Discriminator (as is 
the Ge(Li) timing signal) and is then input to the FCLC. 
In preparing for an angular correlation experiment, it 
is critical to establish that the timing signals from each 
Ge(Li;-Nal(Ti) pair arrive at the FCLC well within the 
resolving time (about UO nanoseconds) of the coincidence 
circuitry. Prior to the start of each angular correlation 
experiment, delays were checked (see description of delay 
curves in Reference 12) and reset. It proved convenient to 
adjust the delays for the Nal(Tl) detectors. The timing 
signals for each Ge(Li)-Nal (Tl) pair typically arrived at the 
FCLC within 1-2 ns of one another. Whenever two timing 
signals arrive at the FCLC within the resolving time of the 
circuitry, two corresponding logic pulses appear at the out­
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put of the FCLC, establishing the existence of a fast 
coincidence event. 
When operating the angular correlation apparatus in this 
mode, SCâ windows are set on one transition, Tq, in the level 
scheme. All transitions that are in coincidence, 
electronically, with Tg will be collected for each 
Ge {Li>-Hal (Tl) pair and stored as Ge(Li) spectra in a 
1638ft-channel analyzer. The 16K analyzer stores six Ge(Li) 
spectra, one spectrum for each Ge (Li)-Sal (Tl) detector pair. 
An energy peak in the spectrum then correspondr to the 
number of coincidence events between the transition repre­
sented by the peak and that of the gating transition at 
angle 0^. In this mode the 16K analyzer can be divided into 
eight 2K regions, two of which would not be accessed. 
The logic pulses from the output of the SCA's trigger 
the linear gates= Note that the slow logic unit (SLG) is set 
so that the SCA output is directly connected to the linear 
gate trigger (the dashed lines in Figure 6 indicate this) . 
The linear gate opens when triggered by the SCA and passes an 
energy signal from a Nal(Tl) detector to be digitized by ADC 
"B" and recorded in the analyzer memory during setup to pro­
vide an accurate visual measure for the window setting of the 
SCA about, the gating transition Tq. 
During coincidence counting the SLO is set to a 
coincidence mode so that only output number 6 produces logic 
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pulses. The SLtJ provides an output logic pulse when: (1) 
logic pulses are seen from the FCLC for a Ge(Li)-Nal(Tl) 
pair, and, (2) the Nal (Tl) energy signal lies within the 
window setting in the SC&. The output from the SLD is used 
to trigger ADC "A" to accept and digitize the Ge (Li) energy 
signal. The connection to the input of ADC "B" provides a 
duEîay pulse to flag the analyzer, and the Ge (Li) energy 
signal from ADC "A" is stored. 
As bits are transferred from ADC "A" the routing unit 
directs this information into the appropriate 2K section of 
the memory corresponding to the detector pair. This is done 
by passing three bits from the routing unit through the bit-
patching interface to positions 2^^, 2^^, 2** in the 
analyzer. For example, if SCA 3 gates the routing unit, the 
bit configuration at the analyzer would be: 2i3-false, 
2i2-.tr«2e, 2^*-faise nhich indicates the third 2K of memory: 
The remaining 11 bits are provided by the Ge (Li) energy pulse 
as digitized by ADC "A". 
2. Two-parameter configuration 
The connection between the electronics units is indicat­
ed in Figure 7, There are no substantial changes in the am­
plification and pulse shaping of signals from the detectors. 
In this mode of operation the SCA's directly trigger the 
linear gates. A logic pulse from the SLO now triggers both 
ADC's whenever any coincidence between a Ge (Li) -Kal (Tl) pair 
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is registered by the FCLC, When triggered, each ADC 
transfers a 12-bit address to the 16K analyzer. These ad­
dresses represent the energies of the two transitions in 
coincidence. The coincidence events are, in turn, placed on 
a magnetic buffer tape as a set of four six-bit words. Thus 
all coincidence events are recorded for the expsriaent. This 
aethod of data accumulation has the advantage of alloying the 
experimenter to set as many gates as desired on the spectra 
from one of the detectors after the experiment is performed. 
Since ^ is the maximum bit transferred to the buffer 
tape, the Ge(Li) and Nal(Tl) channel numbers are limited to 
the value 4096. Thus the Ge(Li) spectrum can be, at mostp 4K 
in length. The 4096 channels allotted to the six Nal(Tl) 
detectors must be divided into eight 512-channel regions, two 
of which are not accessed. The routing unit provides a 3-bit 
toil '->10 9 t-rvii+'o a MsjiT/T1\ onoi vrtrr cr4 /rn a I 
into the correct 512-channel spectrum. 
For both experimental configurations, continuous 
monitoring of scaler singles during data accumulation is made 
possible by gating the scalers with SC& logic pulses. The 
scalers have been modified to provide digital readout onto a 
teletype and punched paper tape at regular intervals. 
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IV. PROCEDOHE AND ANALYSIS 
A, Experimental Procedure 
The results of three angular correlation experiments 
appear in this report. These experiments yield spectroscopic 
information on levels and transitions in i*OBa, ^osr, and 
140CS. 
The angular correlation measurements for cascades in 
»*0Ba and sosr were obtained by gating the six Nal(Tl) SCA's 
on the transition from the first excited state to the ground 
state in each nucleus. Both i*OBa and «osr are even-even 
nuclei and thus the ground state (0+) and first excited, state 
(2+) spins are well established. This implies that the 
first-excited-state-to-ground-state transition is a pure E2 
Dultipole, The unknown factors for direct cascades through 
the first excited state are the spin of the initial state and 
the multipcle order and mixing ratio of the transition 
populating the first excited state. Since there are many ob­
served transitions from higher energy states to the first 
excited state in both i*0Ba and '"Sr, the study of several 
levels and transitions is possible. In addition, the 
first-excited-state-to-ground-state transition is the raost 
intense transition in the level scheme for each of these 
nuclei, which suggests that coincidence measurements with ac­
ceptable statistics are possible for many of these cascades. 
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In the case of the angular correlation experioent on 
i*ocs the two-parameter mode of data accumulation was used, 
i+ocs is an odd-odd nucleus and thus spin assignment 
systematics can not be exploited. Indeed, prior to this work 
the spin tor only one level had been definitely established. 
This is the 1+ spin assignment for the 1427.57-ke7 level as 
is discussed elsewhere (23,24). Thus the angular correlation 
measurements in i+QCs should have the 1427,57-keV level as 
the initial level of the cascade. There are no gamma 
transitions which populate this level. However, six of the 
most intense transitions depopulate the 1%27.57-keV level. 
This suggests that any complete study of measurable cascades 
in this nucleus would include a number of cascades 
depopulating this level through some of these intense 
transitions. Hence, there is a need to set more than one en­
ergy yâte here^ and the two—parameter tuode appears applicable 
and desirable for this situation. 
The three nuclei in this report are obtained from the 
decays of neutron-rich fission products of the noble gases Kr 
and xe which are mass-separated by the TRISTAN system. i*OBa 
levels are populated in the 6U-sec decay of i*ocs, while 
itocs levels are populated in the 1%-sec decay of i*oxe. The 
levels cf 90Sr are populated in the 2.7-min decay of 'ORb, 
which is the daughter of ^ORr. The separated Xe or Kr activ­
ities are deposited on an aluminum-Mylar tape in the MTC. 
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Since the nuclei studied here are either daughter or 
grandaughters of the noble gas activities, the enhancement of 
the desired isobar is obtained by setting an appropriate time 
delay between source deposition and subsequent transport to 
the center of the angular correlation chamber. The daughter 
analysis system (DAS) can be set to control, in sequence, the 
deposition time and length of delay before moving the tape 
and subsequent data accumulation. In the angular correlation 
experiments performed, coincidence data were accumulated in 
the 16K analyzer as the DàS cycled through the deposit/de­
lay/accumulate sequence. For the *»OBa experiment, activity 
aas deposited for 90 seconds, then delayed 30 seconds. Data 
were accumulated during the entire 120-sec cycle. For the 
90Sr experiment, the deposit time used was 160 seconds, the 
delay time was 110 seconds and the accumulate time was 270 
seconds. For the sxperissr.t, the deposit and accumu­
late times were both 20 seconds, and there was a one-second 
delay to move the tape. 
The scaler singles count rates of the six Nal (Tl) 
detectors were continuously monitored during the three 
experiments. Each SCA was carefully set on the most intense 
transition in the energy level scheme in order to include the 
same energy range about the gated photopeak. Logic pulses 
from the SCA's were recorded in six scalers which, in turn, 
were read out at regular time intervals onto a teletype 
printer and punched paper tape. The coincidence counts at 
each angle were divided by the sum of the scaler singles in 
order to provide a first-order correction for source 
eccentricity and differences in efficiencies of the Nal(Tl) 
detectors. 
In order to obtain an accurate value for the photopeak 
area one must, at times, correct for the fact that some of 
the coincidence counts in the photopeak gate are due to 
accidental coincidences. When gammas from different nuclei 
are detected within the resolving time of the coincidence 
circuitry they register as coincidence events. These are 
knoan as accidental coincidences. If the accidental contri­
bution to the photopeak area is small with respect to the 
statistical uncertainty then it can be neglected. However, 
for intense sources the accidentals may significantly compete 
w i ^  k, a M > PWH m QV i r%r\  ^h o 
effect must be made. A derivation of the expression for the 
accidental rate of two gamma rays is found in reference (12) . 
The accidental rate between a pair of detectors is equal to 
the product of the individual detection rates of the two 
gamma rays times the resolving* time, t, of the coincidence 
circuitry for the detector pair. For example, let Rj be the 
rate which Nal(Tl) detector j sees the gating gamma Tg. 
Likewise Rg is the rate which the Ge(Li) detector (labelled 
detector 6) sees the other gamma ray in the cascade. Then 
uo 
Raccj6=®j^6^ and the ratio of the accidental rate to the rate 
of true coincidences is ^ acc js'^'^truejg • The resolving 
times for the six pairs of coincidence circuits have been 
measured and found to be consistent with the range 35-44 
nanoseconds reported earlier (12) for this apparatus. 
For the 140CS experiment background gates were set above 
the gating photopeak so that the accidentals correction could 
be determined empirically. However, in the i*OBa and 'osr 
experiments, where SCA gates were set on the photopeak, there 
was no provision for accidentals correction. The source 
strength in the i^oga-'osr experiments was thus held down so 
that the ratio of Raccjg/Struejg was small enough (less than 
2%) to make an accidentals correction unnecessary. The 
source strength was monitored on an activity meter throughout 
the experiments, 
B, Data Analysis 
For the nuclei studied in this report the summation in 
the expression for the angular correlation distribution func­
tion W(0) does not extend beyond n=4, and is the highest 
order angular correlation coefficient measured. In 
interpreting the results of experimental data all gamma-ray 
transitions are assumed to be of raultipole order 1 or 2, as 
higher order muitipoiarities typically occur with such lower 
probability, and would not be expected to have sufficient in­
tensity to be readily observed in coincidence measurements. 
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In particular, H I ,  SI, E2 and mixed M1-E2 transitions are the 
most probable choices. M1-E2 mixing is chosen over E1-H2 as 
the nature of significantly mixed (greater than ten percent 
mixing) gamma-ray transitions, since H2 radiation does not 
compete significantly with El radiation, whereas E2 radiation 
can often compete with HI radiation, 
1. Computer programs 
Three computer programs were used in each of the three 
studies which appear in this report. They are SKEHGAUS, 
AFIT, and ELPS. Two additional programs, BOFFTAPE and 
BUFFEEAD, were useful in transferring and recording 
coincidence data from the i+ocs experiment which was 
performed in the two-parameter mode. The following sections 
provide a brief description of each computer program. 
a. SKEWGAIJS SKEBGAOS provides a non-linear, least-
sq'ia.res fit to individusî phctopeaks or fflultipiets as they 
are recorded in spectra from a multichannel analyser. A de­
tailed description of the program can be found in references 
(12,18,25). Each peak fit is divided into three regions, and 
each region is fit to a distinct analytical function. The 
parameters which appear in the fitting functions are varied 
to obtain the best fit. A linear or quadratic background is 
also varied along with other parameters so that an area rep­
resenting the area of the peak above background can be com­
puted. 
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The salient feature of the program, which is crucial to 
an angular correlation analysis is an accurate determination 
of the area of the photopeak. The area of one peak 
represents the number of coincidence events detected for a 
particular cascade at a specific angle. The peaks in six 
coincidence spectra, which correspond to cascades at six dis­
tinct angles, are fit in precisely the same manner with 
SKEHGAUS, That is, the input information which regulates 
initial estimates of the fit parameters and their status is 
exactly the same for a given peak at each angle (i.e. within 
each spectrum). The channel range of the fit region is first 
specified along with the number of peaks to be fit within the 
region. Initial estimates are provided for the channel loca­
tion of the centroid, height above background, 
full-width-at-half-maximum, and tau (a parameter describing 
the amount e£ skewing of the lover side of the psaîc) . Hcssv-
er, for this study the centroid and height were the only 
parameters allowed to vary. FWHM and tau were held at their 
initial estimates. Also a linear background was fit for each 
peak. 
b. AFIT This computer program, as described in Ref­
erence (12) , fits the peak areas (usually obtained from 
SKEHGAUS) corresponding to six detector pairs to 
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W (0) = + Ag Pg (cose) + A^  (cose) 
where H* (9) represents individual peak areas corrected by 
counts in background gates and scaler singles. and 
are then corrected for the finite solid angle subtended by 
the detectors, as indicated in References (12,26). The fit­
ting subroutine adopted in this program is similar to the 
subroutine LEGFIT found in Bevington (27). 
In addition to providing fitted values for &2=&A/&o and 
A^=A|/A^ AFIT also produces a plot of the fit-function H' (0) 
versus 9, Both the corrected areas with error bars and the 
fitted function appear on this plot. 
c. ELPS In nearly every cascade in this report 
there is one transition for which the multipole mixing is not 
known. A convenient graphical technique is used to 
facilitate measurement of the mixing ratio. A plot of A^ 
versus can be made for various spin sequence possibilities 
of a cascade. Each expression for Ag and is parameterized 
by the mixing ratio as is seen in equation 12. It nay be 
shown (12) that the locus of points corresponding to the 
ordered pair (A^jAj), which is obtained by varying the mixing 
ratio such that the per cent L=2 admixture ranges from zero 
to one hundred, is an ellipse. Each individual spin sequence 
can correspond to an A2-A4 ellipse parameterized by the 
mixing ratio of the unknown transition. Thus, by plotting 
the data peint corresponding to the angular correlation 
coefficients on an versus graph one has a quick 
visual measure for the correct spin sequence and the extent 
of 1=2 multipole admixture in the transition. 
The program ELPS plots specific A2~^4 spin sequence 
ellipses and data points. Given the measured values of A2 
and ELPS also provides an option to solve the quadratic 
form in equation 12 for the mixing ratio. The values of the 
mixing ratio and % L=2 admixture which appear in the tables 
of this report are calculated from the program ELPS. In ad­
dition, ELPS will plot a percent of L=2 versus A2 graph when 
circumstances indicate A4=0. 
Input information is kept simple by virtue of the 3-J 
and 6-J subroutines in ELPS, These subroutines have been de­
veloped from analytical expressions in Botenberg, et (14) 
for th(â 3-J and 5-J symbols. In particular, ELPS requires 
the spin sequences of the skip or direct cascades, the 
aultipcle order of the transitions, and an indication of 
which transition is mixed. Ellipse plots will be used exten­
sively in the discussion and interpretation of measured 
values for A2 and A^. 
d. BgggTAPE and BUFFRBAD These two computer 
programs provide a convenient method of handling data col­
lected in the two-parameter mode. The program BOFFTAPE is 
used to run gates on magnetic buffer tapes from the 16K 
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analyser. BUFFTAPE is written in assembler language. In 
brief, the program sorts through channel pairs which are 
stored on the buffer tape as coincidence events, and records 
the coincidence spectra on a 7-track output magnetic tape. 
The channel pairs on the buffer tape are ordered pairs so 
that BOFFTAPE can inspect the channel value of the first or 
second member (as specified in the input information) and 
test whether or not the value lies within the channel gate 
established by the program user. If the channel value is 
within the gate then its channel complement is accepted into 
the coincidence spectrum for the gate. 
The sister program BOFFRERD can then be used to read 
spectra from the output tape of BUFFTAPE. Spectra are read 
by tag word or spectrum sequence, and can subsequently be 
added, subtracted, shifted for gain changes, printed out 
and/or recorded on disk for future reference, 
2. Error analysis 
The concept of counting statistics is used extensively 
throughout experimental nuclear spectroscopy. This principle 
is specifically related to this study in terms of statistical 
error in scaler singles counts, and in counts per channel in 
energy coincidence spectra. If a detector registers N gamma 
rays in a certain time period and the gamma rays fall within 
a certain energy range, then the standard deviation in meas­
urement is v^. For example, to obtain one percent statisti-
U6 
cal uncertainty in the measurement of a coincidence peak, the 
area of the peak would need to consist of 10* counts. 
Consider now a least-squares fit to an analytic function 
where is the number of variable coefficients a. The vari­
able s appears as the argument of the polynomial X^.  Let 
represent the number of measurements made on £ and x. Then 
let Fj, be the kth measurement of the function f, with error 
ojç, and X]ç the kth measurement of the variable x. One then 
proceeds, via a least-sguares technique outlined in Bevington 
(27) , to obtain the best fit for the a coefficients. In par­
ticular , 
a 
f(x) = S a.X.(x) 
i = l 
= Tb (13) 
where 
m 
-1  
^ N 
m 
Nm 
b. 
J =, Xj(*k) Pk^ k 
] 
Pk = ^  
k= 
I 
One can easily show that the i^ diagonal element of the 
symmetric error matrix x is equal to , also it can be 
shown that the off-diagonal elements of the error matrix cor­
respond to the covariance of respective a coefficients. 
For this study the function to be fit is 
w'(e) = aJ + Ag Pg (cose) + (cose) 
where W*C9) is fit to photopeak areas that are corrected by 
scaler singles. According to the prescription in equation 
13, 
= 1 8; = = i35° 
Xg = P^ 02 " IGO-
Xg = P4 50° 
 ^ ec = 45° 
_ 2 ^ 
w'k 87 = 67.5° 
For example. 
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7 
"^ 12 - PkfzfcosGk) 
/6 
7 
2^ = 1^ , PkP2(=°sak)Wk 
The final results from the fitting process are ^ 2"^^ ^^0 
and A^=&^/a^. The corresponding value for the variance of Ag 
and are 
The values of the variances for &2 A^ quoted in this 
report are given by equations 14 whenever the sample variance 
is less than one. In order to take the goodness of fit into 
consideration the variances in equations 14 are multiplied by 
the sample variance Og, whenever CTg esceeds the value one. 
In this case. 
a 
A, 2 
(14) 
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where is the experimental value of the angular correlation 
probability function measured at angle is the error in 
and H* (8%) is the value of the fitted function at 9j^o 
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V. RESULTS . ' 
A. Levels in i*OBa 
& skeletal level scheme of i+OBa from Reference 28 is 
shown in Figure 8,'- The transitions shown were included in 
the study;, other transitions exist but are not shown. The 
dirjecrf^ cascades are represented as solid arrows, and the 
. gamaa-skip-gamma cascades by dashed arrows» The gating garnis a 
ray appears as the double-lined arrow in Figure 8 and is the 
602-keV transition between the first excited state (2+) and 
the ground state (0+) in this even-even nucleus. This choice 
as an energy gate has the advantage of establishing a pure 
aultipolarity in one of the gamma rays of the cascade and 
definite spins for two of the energy levels. 
Spin assignment possibilities are made in accordance 
with the angular momentum triangle rule on the adjacent ener­
gy level (spin I; in the cascade. Since the maximum 
multipclarity order under consideration is 2, the spin possi­
bilities are from 1-2 to 1+2 with unit increments. If there 
is a competing transition from the energy level under consid­
eration to another level of known spin then spin choices must 
be consistent with the assumption that the highest multipole 
order for the crossover transition is 2. For instance, if 
there is an observed crossover transition to a 0+ ground 
state in an even-even nucleus then the spin possibilities for 
the ercited state are 1 and 2, as these are the only two spin 
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Figure 8. Skeletal decay scheme of i+oga, indicating 
the transitions included in the study 
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choices that are consistent with nultipole order of 1 or 2. 
A Ge(Li) singles gamma-ray spectrum of i*OBa is shown in 
Figure 9, The energy range is from approximately 500 keV to 
2350 keV. This choice of energies includes most of the 
strong gamma rays that are in coincidence with the 602-keV 
gating transition. This range is thus limited also to give 
sufficiently good energy resolution for accurate fitting of 
peaks for an analysis of the experiment. 
1 « Results and discussions for 'unique' direct cascades 
'Onigue' direct cascades are defined in this report as 
those cascades which involve one gamma ray in coincidence 
with the gating transition, and also provide the only angular 
correlation data for that particular energy level. Contrast 
these cascades with the other direct cascades which have 
complementary skip cascades that may give corroborative evi­
dence tor a spin choice of the energy level considered. For 
example, in Figure 8 the 1131-keV energy level which involves 
the 528-602 keV cascade is a 'unique' direct cascade, whereas 
the 2138-ke? energy level has both a direct cascade and a 
gamma-skip-gamma cascades 
Five representative fit-function curves for different 
cascades are shown in Figures 10 through 12. The first two 
curves {Figure 10) show the angular correlation fit-f'unction 
for two 'unique* direct cascades, the 528-602 keV cascade and 
the 1221-602 keV cascade. Figures 11 and 12 show the three 
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Ge (Li) detector 
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Figure 10» Fit-function curves froa the i*OBa 
experiment for cascades 528-602 
and 1222-602 
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Figure 11. Fit-function curves from the i + OBa 
experiment for cascades 1130-(1200)-602 
and 1422-(908)-602 
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Figure 12. Fit-fuaction curve from the itOBa 
ezperiaeat for the 2331-602 cascade 
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tit-functions of cascades which yield information about the 
spin of the 2933-keV energy level. Figure 11 has the fit-
functions of two gamma-skip-gamma cascades and Figure 12 has 
the fit-function of the 2331-602 keV direct cascade. The 
2933-keV energy level will be discussed in another section. 
Table 1 summarizes the results for all cascades considered. 
The values of the mixing ratios which appear in Table 1 were 
calculated by solving the quadratic in equation 12. Three 
experimental values of A2 were used; ^2~^A2' ^ 2* A2 " 
The corresponding values of % L=2 appear in the final 
columns of the table. At times, because of the data point 
position or poor statistics, the data point plus error bars 
is consistent with more than one part of a particular spin 
sequence ellipse. In such cases two ranges in the mixing 
ratio are given for the spin sequence. 
a. lev^l ^52S"'S02 c&scàd^ï Ths szpsrizsn— 
tal data points are shown with the fit-function for this 
cascade in Figure 10. The data point in Figure 13 for this 
cascade is consistent with the 4-2-0 theoretical point. How­
ever, within the error bars, spin choices 1, 2, or 3 cannot 
be ruled out. Even so, one expects to see a low-lying U+ 
level in an even-even nucleus, and if the nucleus has a vi­
brational nature, the state is expected at about twice the 
energy of the first excited (2+) state. This spin choice is 
reinforced as the other low-lying states are considered. 
Table 1, Results from the experiment 
Level 
(keV) Cascade 
*2 
S pin 
sequence 
Mixing ratio 
range % L= 2 range 
1131 528-602 0. 0d3±0. 021 -0.027+0.023 4-2-0 
1511 908-602 0. 436±0. 023 0. 147±0.028 2- 2-0 1 .2 1.1 0. 96 60. 55. 48. 
1824 1222-602 0. 352±0. 055 1.275±0.059 0- 2-0 
1994 1391-602 0. 126±0. 041 0. 0l4i:0.045 2-2-0 -0. 22 -0. 16 -0. 11 4.4 2.6 1.2 
2237 1635-602 -0. 267+0. 051 0.040±0.053 1-2-0 
2-2-0 
-0. 
-0. 
06 
74 
-0.02 
-4. 5 
0. 03 0.4 
36. 
0.0 0.1 
95. 
2310 1707-602 0. 154±0. 061 0.048+0.065 2-2-0 -0. 20 -0. 13 -0. 05 4.0 1.6 0.2 
2430 1827-602 0. 324±0. 175 ••0.300±0.185 1-2-0 0. 35 0.55 0. 90 11 . 23. 45. 
2704 2102-602 "0. 061±0. 031 0.031+0.034 1- 2-0 0. 14 0. 16 0. 19 1.8 2.6 3.5 
2870 2260-602 0. 379±0. 064 0.059±0.068 2-2-0 0. 09 0.20 0. 35 0.9 3.9 11. 
Table 1. (continued) 
Level Spin Mixing ratio 
(IceV) Cascade R2 ^4 sequence range % L=2 range 
1803 672-(528) -0. 143+0. 038 -0.008±0.042 3-1-2-0 -0.05 0.0 0. 04 0.2 0.0 0.2 
-602 
1200-602 -O.065±0.015 0.015±0.018 3-2-0 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.1 
2138 1C08-(528) 0.080 + 0. 071 0.001+0.086 3-4-2-0 0..18 0.27 0. 37 3.0 6.6 12. 
-502 
1536-602 0.006±0.102 -0.168±0.118 3-2-0 -7.3 -3.6 -2.3 98. 93. 84. 
3-2-0 0..03 -0.1 0 -0.26 0. 1 1 .0 6.2 
2933 1130-(1200) - 0. 294±0.018 -0,174±0.020 2-3-2-0 -a 
-602 
1422-(908) - 0.057±0.054 0.,008±0.062 2-2-2-0 -1.3 -0.60 -0. 34 64. 26. 10. 
-602 2-2-2-0 -1.8 -8.3 11. 76. 99. 99. 
2331-602 0. 215±0. 068 0..055±0.081 2-2-0 -0.13 -0.03 0.07 1.6 0.1 0.5 
1951 820-(528) 0.389±0. 101 -0.. 158+0. 1 13 3-4-2-0 0.51 2.4 20. 85. 
- 6 0 2  
^Data point closest to 2-3-2-0 ellipse, but doesn't intercept it. 
-1— r— - r -  i î— T" —1 —I r 
-().4 (3.0 ().4 
A2 
Figure 13. Direct cascades from i*0Ba experiment: 
528-602, 1391-602, 1635-602, 1200-602, 
and 1536-602 
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Spin choice 4+ is definitely ruled out for these other low-
lying states. 
b. 1511-keV level (908-602 cascade) The data point 
for this cascade is shown in Figure 14. This data point lies 
clearly on the 2-2-0 ellipse. There is significant mixing, 
about 50% E2, for the 908-keV transition. This amount of 
mixing is indicative of an M1-E2 type of radiation and sug­
gests that there is no parity change from the 602-keV (2+) 
level to the 1511-keT level. Thus the choice of 2^ is made 
for the 1511-keV level. 
c. 1824-keV level (1222-602 cascade) The fit-
function curve to the experimental data points is shown in 
Figure 10. The shape of this curve indicates a huge 
anisotropy in angular correlation work, and combined with the 
experimental values for ^2 A^, unmistakably assigns a 
0-2-0 cascade to these t^o transitions in coincidence^ The 
additional positive parity assignment is made on the assump­
tion that the 1222-keV transition is E2 rather than M2. 
Also, it is worth noting that a 0-2-0 cascade is strong evi­
dence for a 0+ ground state and a 2+ intermediate state. 
d. 1994-keV level (1391-603 cascade) The data point 
in Figure 13 lies directly on the 2-2-0 ellipse but the error 
bars overlap the 3-2-0 ellipse and the 4-2-0 theoretical 
point. There is, however, an observed crossover transition 
to the ground state from this level which would eliminate 
0.4-
908 
2268 
0.0 
< 
3-2-0 
-2-0 
-0.6-
-(:).<4 ()jO ().4 
A2 
Figure 14. Direct cascades from **®Ba 
900-602, and 2268-602 
experiment: 
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spin choices 3 and U. The ground-state transition favors a 
positive parity choice for the 1994-ke7 level as M2 
transitions do not compete with E2 transitions. The mixing 
ratio indicates a small amount of 1=2 mixing (1.2<%L=2<4.4). 
e. 2237-ke? level j 1635-602 cascade) The data point 
in Figure 13 lies within one standard deviation of both the 
1-2-0 and 3-2-0 ellipses. Also the 2-2-0 ellipse is just 
outside the error bars. There is an observed ground-state 
crossover transition which eliminates spin choice 3. The 
data point position suggests that spin choice 1 is favored 
over 2. For spin choice 1 the 163U-keV transition is nearly 
pure dipole, which would not indicate a parity preference. 
For spin choice 2, the data point lies on the 2-2-0 ellipse 
in a region which would indicate an L=2 admixture of greater 
than 36%. This spin choice would yield a positive parity 
r ^ -—— • 
f. 2310-keV level (170 7-602 cascade) The data point 
tor this cascade appears in Figure 15. The data point itself 
is nearest to the 2-2-0 ellipse, but the error bars also 
overlap the 3-2-0 ellipse and the 4-2-0 point. A ground-
state crossover transition is observed which suggests a spin 
2 choice. Because the ground-state transition is most likely 
an E2 transition, positive parity is also favored. The 
percent E2 mixing ranges from 0.2% to US. 
I 
2-2-0 
: 4-2-0 
7 
3-2-0 
7T 
o\ 
Figure 15. Direct cascades from i•OBa experiment: 
1707-602, 1827-602, 2102-602, and 
2331-602 
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g. 2U30~key level (1827-602 cascade) Figure 15 
contains the data point for this cascade. Due to statistical 
uncertainty the data point has large error bars. Fortunately 
the data point lies far enough out on the 1-2-0 ellipse to 
make this choice distinct. The error bars give a large 
range, between 11% and 45%, in the L=2 admixture. However, 
this large amount of mixing does suggest an M1-E2 admixture 
and thus a positive parity assignment. 
h. 2704-keV level f210^-602 cascade} The error bars 
with this data point, in Figure 15, overlap the 2-2-0, 1-2-0, 
and 3-2-0 ellipses. There is an observed ground-state 
crossover transition which eliminates spin choice 3. The 
choice between spins 1 and 2, however, is not clear. The 
data point intercepts the 1-2-0 ellipse at about 2-4% L=2 
admixture, from which the multipole mixing could be either 
E1-B2 or S1-E2- The intersection with the 2-2-0 ellipse Is 
at about 15% 1=2 admixture, or a likely H1-E2 multipole mix­
ture. The spin choice 2 would thus dictate a positive parity 
assignment. 
i. 2870-keV level (2268-602 cascade) This data 
point lies clearly on the 2-2-0 ellipse as shown in Figure 
1%. The range in multipole (L = 2) mixing is from 1% to 11%, 
so that it is not clear whether it is K1-E2 or E1-M2, and 
thus no parity assignment can be made. Also, there is no ob­
served crossover transition to help in this determination. 
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2. Results and discussions for direct and gamma-skip-qamma 
cascades from the same energy level 
This section contains a discussion of energy levels from 
which there are corroborative gamma-skip-gamma and direct 
cascades. Although there is reason to hope for a good double 
check of results, often the statistics associated with a data 
point make it difficult to say anything useful as far as spin 
assignments go. 
a. 1803-keV level 
1) 672-(528)-602 cascade The angular correla­
tion coefficients for this cascade are plotted in Figure 16. 
The data point nearly lies on both the 3-4-2-0 and 5-4-2-0 
ellipses. One should note that the intermediate gamma (528 
keV) is assumed to be pure E 2. Choices 2-4-2-0, 6-4-2-0, and 
4-4-2-0 are ruled out on the basis of the data point 
placement. There is an observed 1200-ke? gamma transition to 
the 602-keV (2+) level which would make spin choice 5 highly 
improbable for the 1803-keV level. For spin 3, the data 
point suggests a pure dipole transition in the 672-keV gamma. 
This could be either HI or El, and no parity prediction can 
be made on this basis. 
4-4-2-0 
2-4-2-0 
1008 
-4-2-0 
5-4-2-0 
3-4-2-0 
0.4 
Figure 16, 
0.0 04 
A 2  
Gaama-skip-gaBBa cascades from i^OBa 
experiment: 672-(528)-602, 
820-(528)-602, and 1008-(528)-602 
CT> 
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2) 1200-602 cascade Figure 13 contains the 
angular correlation coefficients for this cascade. Although 
the error bars are relatively small, the data point lies in a 
region where the ellipses are close together. The data point 
is nearest to the 3-2-0 ellipse and the 1-2-0 ellipse is on 
the border of the error bar limits with ellipse 2-2-0 less 
than two standard deviations from the data point. Spin 1 is 
ruled out, however, since the 672-keV transition connects 
the 1803-keV level with the 1131-keV level (U + ). Also, note 
that there is no crossover transition to the ground state 
which is consistent with spin choice 3. 
When the results for the two cascades from the 1803-keV 
level are compared, it is clear that a unique spin assignment 
of 3 may be made for this level, but that the parity is not 
determined. 
h . kau 1ojto. 1 
1) 1008-(52811-602 cascade The data point plus 
error bars for this cascade overlap a number of spin possi­
bilities as shown in Figure 16. This data point seems to 
eliminate only the 2-4-2-0 spin sequence. There is an ob­
served gamma transition (1 536-keV) to the 602-keV (2+) energy 
level which rules out the spin choices 5 and 6. For spin se­
quence 3-4-2-0 the 1008-keV transition has an L=2 admixture 
of 3% to 12S whereas the range is 2% to 21% for spin sequence 
ij -ii —2 -0. 
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2) 1536-602 cascade There are relatively large 
error bars associated with the data point for this cascade. 
The data point itself, as shown in Figure 13, is far from any 
ellipse. The error bars barely intercept ellipses 1-2-0 and 
3-2-0. Spin 1 is ruled out because the 1008-keV transition 
connects the 2138-ke7 level with the 1131-keV level (4+) . 
The point 4-2-0 appears outside the range of the data point 
as does the 2-2-0 ellipse. Combining this information with 
that of the 1008-(528)-502 cascade implies a tenative spin 3 
assignment for the 2138-keV level. 
c. 2933-keV level The experimental angular correla­
tion fit-functions and data points for the three cascades as­
sociated with the 2933-lceV level are given in Figures 11 and 
12 .  
1) 1130-(1200)-602 cascade The angular corre­
lation coefficients for this cascade are plotted in Figure 
17. This data point clearly misses all ellipses. Opon some 
reflection of the fitted energy peaks, there may be reason to 
believe that the 1130-keV energy peak is actually an 
unresolved doublet and that would tend to upset the results 
obtained for the angular correlation coefficients, ft compo­
nent of the 1130-keV energy peak may be a photo-escape peak 
or possibly a contaminant. If it is assumed that this 
undesirable component is small relative to the 1130-ke7 tran­
sition in the gasrsa-skip-gasna cascade, then the values for 
-3-2-0 
0.0 
< 
130 
0.2 -
0.4 -0.4 
A2 
Figure 17, 1 130-(1200)-602 gamma-skip-gamma cascade 
from :40ga experiment 
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the angular correlation coefficients may not change by much. 
The strong correlation observed in the fit-function curve in 
figure 4 seems to indicate that this may be the case. If 
indeed this is so, then the data point for this cascade is 
either consistent with spin sequences 2-3-2-0, or 4-3-2-0 
with significant mixing to predict a positive parity state. 
The 1200-keV skip gamma is assumed to be pure dipole as sug­
gested earlier. 
2) 1»22-(9Q6)-602 cascade The 908-keV skip 
gamma has significant mixing and this is accounted for in 
plotting the ellipses in Figure 18. The data point for this 
cascade appears with error bars which overlap all of the 
ellipses. The 4-2-2-0 point is just outside the error bars. 
The 0-2-2-0 point lies off the plot and is eliminated as a 
possibility. 
3» 2331-002 cascade Fiaure 15 has the anoular 
correlation coefficients for this cascade. The data point is 
nearest to the 2-2-0 ellipse, but the error bars barely 
intercept the 3-2-0 ellipse. The point 4-2-0 is just outside 
the error bars. This position seems to favor spin choice 2 
over spins 3 or 4. For spin 2, the multipole order L=2 
mixing is less than 2S for the 2331-keV transition, 
A tentative 2* spin assignment for the 2933-keV level is 
consistent with each of the three cascades considered. 
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d. 1951-keV level f820~f528)-602 cascade). There is 
one gamma-skip-gamma cascade that has no corroborative direct 
cascade. This is the 820-(528)-602 cascade from the 1951-keV 
energy level. The angular correlation' coefficients are 
plotted with error bars in Figure 16. Although the error 
bars are relatively large the data point occurs far enough 
away from the other ellipses to make the spin sequence choice 
3-4-2-0 tenative but reasonable. The L=2 multipole mixing 
range is from 20% to 85% suggesting an K1-E2 admixture and a 
positive parity for the 1951-keV energy level. 
B. Levels in 90Sr 
The gating gamma ray was the 832-keV transition from the 
first excited state (2+) to the ground state (0+) in this 
even-even nucleus. This report contains results from the 
study of nine direct cascades and twelve gamma-skip-gamma 
cascades. A skeletal decay scheme of 'osr from Reference 29 
is shown in Figure 19. The transitions shown were included 
in the study; other transitions exist but are not shown. 
Gamma rays from six direct cascades provide the intermediate, 
or skip, transitions for all of the gamma-skip-gamma cascades 
studied. Thus an accurate measure for the mixing ratio of 
these transitions is imperative for the correct analysis of 
the gamssa-skip-gamma cascades. 
A Ge(Li) detector singles spectrum for the ^°Sr nucleus 
is shown in Figure 20. The energy range is from about 800 
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keV to 2780 keV. This range includes most of the intense 
gammas in coincidence with the 832-keV gamma, and yet 
provides acceptable energy resolution. 
Representative angular correlation fit-function curves 
are shown for three direct cascades in Figures 21 and 22, and 
for two gamma-skip-gamma cascades in Figure 23. As will be 
noted individually later, the two fit-function curves in 
Figure 21 both indicate a 2-2-0 cascade, but with different 
L=2 mixing. The curve at the top of Figure 21 has approxi­
mately 18% L=2 admixture, and the curve at the bottom 
indicates an effective 0% L=2 admixture. This comparison is 
indicative of the great effect mixing has upon the shape of 
the angular correlation fit-function curve. Figure 22 
contains the distinctive 0-2-0 cascade angular correlation 
curve. The two curves in Figure 23 correspond to two 
ganîEa-skip-gasîna cascades "hich giye supportive spin evi­
dence for an evergy level that will be discussed later. 
A summary of results for all cascades in '"Sr is given 
in Table 2. 
1. Results and discussions for direct cascades 
a. 1656-keV level {82U-832 cascade) The angular 
correlation coefficients for this cascade are plotted in 
Figure 24. The data point with error bars is consistent with 
the 4-2-0 point and with the 2-2-0 and 3-2-0 ellipses. From 
the data point position there is no reason to favor spin 
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Table 2. Results for the *osr experiment 
Level 
(keV) Cascade 
^2 
Spin 
A4 sequence 
Mixing ratio 
range % L: =2 range 
1656 824-832 0. 120±0. 052 0. 043±0.058 4-2-0 
189 2 1060-832 -0. 105±0. 016 0. 083±0.018 2-2-0 -0. 52 -0.44 -0. 47 22. 20. 18. 
2207 1375-832 - 0« 089±0. 013 0. 051±0.015 2— 2-0 -0. 49 -0.47 -0 0 45 19. 18. 17. 
2497 1665-832 0. 228±0. 032 0. 017±0.034 2-2-0 -0 • 07 —0 0 03 0. 01 0.5 0.1 0.0 
2571 1738-832 -0. 167±0. 070 0. 106±0.078 1-2-0 0. 01 0.07 0. 13 0.0 0.5 1.7 
2-2-0 -0. 81 -0.62 -0 . 48 , 39. 28. 19. 
3- 2-0 0. 21 0.12 0. 03 4.3 1.4 0. 1 
2971 2139-832 0. 231±0. 119 1. 28±0.14 0-2-0 
3039 2207-832 -0. 470±0. 100 -0. 014±0.116 1-2-0 -0. 38 -0.23 -0. 12 13. 4.9 1.3 
3556 2724-832 0. 183±0. 214 0. 337±0.225 2-2-0 -a 
3583 2752-832 0. 239±0. 029 -0 • 056*0.030 3-2-0 -0. 48 -1.4 19. 67. 
^The 2-2-0 ellipse is intercepted, but error bars are too large for any reasonable 
numerical estimate for the aixivg ratio. 
Table 2. (continued) 
Gamma-skip-gamma cascades 
Level 
(keV) Cascade A. 
Spin 
sequence 
Mixing ratio 
range % L=2 range 
2528 871-(824) 
-832 
0.026±0. 106 •0.14b±0.110 3-U-2-0 0.07 0.20 0.3% 
3-4-2-0 -8.5 140. 7.2 
0.5 3.8 10. 
99. 100 98. 
2927 1271-(824) 
-832 
0. 184±0.046 0.007±0.050 3-4-2-0 0.35 0.45 0.52 
4-4-2-0 -0.25 -0.03 0.23 
11. 17. 21. 
6. 1 0.1 4.9 
3033 1140-(1060;) 0.313±0.135 -0.113±0. 157 2-2-2-0 
-832 
-b 
3450 1793-(824) -0o016±0.151 
-832 
1242-(1375) 0,008±0.043 
-8 32 
952-(1665) -0. 101±0.091 
-832 
0.017±0.167 -c 
0.022±0.045 3-2-2-0 0.01 -0.12 -0.27 0.0 1.3 6.6 
0.162±0.108 3-2-2-0 3.9 <-100 -4.2 
3-2-2-0 0.44 0.17 -0.07 
94. 100 65. 
16. 2.7 0.5 
b, The data point lies nearest the 2-2-2-0 ellipse. 
Due to large error bars, spins 3, 4 remain as possibilities with spin 2 
less likely. 
Table 2, (continued) 
Level 
(keV) Cascade 
*2 *4 
Spin 
sequence 
Mixing ratio 
range % L= =2 range 
4037 1829-(1375) 
-832 
- 0. 2381:0. 223 -0. 153±0. 259 -d 
997- (2707) 
-832 
0. 107±0. 109 0. 020+0. 131 2- 1-2-0 
2-1-2-0 
-2.6 
"0.07 
-1.7 
-0.24 
-1 
-0. 
.0 
52 
87. 
0.5 
75. 52. 
5.3 21. 
4149 2256-(1060) 
-832 
0. 079d:0. 207 0. 212±0. 240 -e 
4335 2128-(1375) 
-832 
-0. 0741:0. 033 0. 050±0. 038 1-2- 2-0 
3-2—2-0 
3- 2- 2" 0 
0.01 
24. 
0,21 
0.07 
-20. 
0.12 
0. 
-7 
0. 
14 
.0 
03 
0.0 
100 
4.4 
0.6 1.8 
100 98. 
1.4 0.1 
• 
1838- (1665) 
-832 
0. 293i:0o 145 0. 180±0. 161 1-2-2-0 0.52 1.5 21. 69. 
4366 2473-(1060) 
-83 2 
-0. n 9i: 0 „ 068 0. 065±0. 079 1 -2-2-0 -0. 17 -0.02 0. 12 2.7 0.0 1.4 
^The data point iatercepts» ellipses 2-2-2-0 and 3-2-2-0, while point 4-2-2-0 lies 
outside error bars, 
®Spin 0 is ruled out but spins 1, 2, 3, 4 remain possibilities. 
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choice u over 2 or 3. However, one does expect to find a 
low-lying 4+ state in an even-even nucleus. If the nucleus 
exhibits vibrational characteristics, the state is expect­
ed to be present at approximately twice the energy of the 
first excited (2+) state. This is indeed the case for the 
1656-kev level. Perhaps stronger evidence for the 4+ assign­
ment of this level is that upon further analysis none of the 
other low-lying levels is found to be consistent with the 4+ 
choice. 
b. 1892-ke? level 11060-832 cascade) The data point 
for this cascade also appears in Figure 24. This point unam­
biguously intercepts only the 2-2-0 ellipse. Note that there 
is an observed crossover transition to the ground state which 
is consistent with a spin 2 choice. The 1060-keV transition 
has approximately 20% L=2 admixture and thus this transition 
is zost probably an 51-E2 mixture, This implies positive 
parity for the 1892-fceV level. 
C. 2207-key level H375-832 cascade) The angular 
correlation fit-function curve for this cascade appears in 
Figure 21. The angular correlation coefficients as plotted 
in Figure 24 are quite close to those for the 1060-832 
cascade. Again a 2» spin assignment is quite clear. The 
mixing for the 1375-keV transition is about 18% E2. 
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a. 2497-lee? level f 1665-832 cascade) The curve near 
the bottom of Figure 21 corresponds to this cascade. The 
data point in Figure 24 is itself closest to the 2-2-0 
ellipse but is consistent with the 3-2-0 ellipse. There is 
an observed ground-state crossover transition which favors 
the spin 2 choice. The L=2 mixing for the spin 2 choice is 
less than 0.5% which indicates that the 1665-keV transition 
may be pure dipole. 
e. 2571-keV level fl738-832 cascade) Figure 25 has 
the angular corrrelation coefficients plotted for this 
cascade. The point itself is nearly on the 2-2-0 ellipse. 
Hosever, ellipses 1-2-0 and 3-2-0 are less than one and one-
half standard deviations from the data point. These data 
certainly favor the spin 2 choice, but spins 1 and 3 cannot 
be ruled out on this basis. For spin 2 there is significant 
L=2 adzlzturs, 19 to 39S, ?hich ssans that the l?38-keF tran­
sition is H1-E2 and a positive parity assignment can be made 
for the energy level. The 1738-keV transition would be 
nearly pure dipole for either spin choice 1 or 3, 
f. 2971-keV level 12139-832 cascade) Figure 22 
shows the angular correlation fit-function curve for this 
cascade. The unique characteristics of this curve in angular 
correlation work reveal a 0-2-0 cascade because of the large 
anisotropy evident. The relatively large values of ^2 and 
as seen in Table 2 nuaerically confina this cascade as a 
2-2-0 
5-2-0 
Figure 25 
00 
os 
Direct cascades froa '®Sr experiment: 
1738-832, 2207-832, 2724-832, and 
2752-832 
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0-2-0 sequence. 
g. 3039-XeV level (2207-832 cascade) The angular 
correlation coefficients plotted in Figure 25 for this 
cascade are consistent with the 1-2-0 and 3-2-0 ellipses. 
The observed ground-state crossover transition effectively 
eliminates the spin 3 choice. The 2207-keV transition has an 
L=2 admixture in the range IS to 13%. 
h. 3556-keV level (2724-832 cascaded Due to poor 
statistics the data point for this cascade appears in Figure 
25 with quite large error bars. However, the data point 
itself lies in an isolated region of the 2-2-0 ellipse and 
any other spin choice seems unlikely. The location of the 
data point further suggests that there is significant mixing 
present and a tentative positive parity assignment is made. 
i. 3583-keV level (2752-832 cascade) Although the 
error bars for tais data point are rslativslj s=all, the 
point itself is located in a region of the graph in Figure 25 
in Hhich the three ellipses are not well separated. The data 
point plus error bars is, hoaever, only consistent with the 
3-2-0 ellipse. The 1=2 mixing is between 19 and 67% which 
implies an M1-E2 character for the 2752-keV gamma transition. 
The parity assignment would thus be positive. 
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2. Results and discussions for ganma-skip-gamma cascades 
For many of the cascades in this section the angular 
correlation coefficients have large error bars. This often 
makes an unambiguous spin prediction impossible. In such 
cases the elimination of certain spin possibilities may be 
the most significant result obtained from the data. Coupling 
this with observed transitions to previously identified spin 
states often gives further evidence for the spin prediction. 
a. 2528-key level f87 1-f824)-832 cascade) Figure 26 
has the angular correlation coefficients for this cascade. 
The large error bars overlap the 3-4-2-0 and the 5-4-2-0 
ellipses. All other choices are ruled out. There is an ob­
served 1696-kev transition from this level to the 832-keV 
(2+) level which makes spin 5 unlikely. For spin choice 3 
th£ L=2 cczpcnent is probably large, indicating a positive 
parity assignment. Although less likely, the data point 
could be consistent with another part of the 3-4-2-0 ellipse 
Hith an L=2 mising of less than 10%. 
b. 2927-ke7 level ( 1 271-(8241-832 cascade) The data 
point as shown in Figure 26 lies nearly on the 4-4-2-0 
ellipse, but the error bars make spin sequences 3-4-2-0 and 
b-4-2-0 acceptable possibilities for this cascade. There is 
an observed 720-keV transition from this level to the 
2207-keV (2+) energy level which could make the 5-4-2-0 se-
-0.1-
6-4-2-0 
I271T 
o . o  
3-4-2-0 
-0.1 -
0.4 0.0 -0.4 
Figure 26. Gamma-skip-gamma cascades from 
experiment: 871-(824)-832, 
1271-(824)-832, and 1793-(824)-
90sr 
832 
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quence unlikely. For spin choice 3 the L=2 adoizture for the 
1271-ke? transition would be in the range from 11% to 21%, 
whereas spin 4 places the L=2 admixture at less than 6S. 
c. 3033~kaV' level f1140-(1060)-832 cascade) The 
angular correlation coefficients for this cascade in Figure 
27 lie nearest to the 2-2-2-0 ellipse. This location plus 
the error bars sake this spin sequence the most probable. 
Also there is an observed crossover transition to the ground 
state which would liait the choice of spins to 1 or 2. As 
noted earlier the unobserved 1060-keV skip gamma in this 
cascade has significant £2 mixing. This result is taken into 
account in formulating the ellipses in Figure 20. 
d. 3U50-keV level 
1) 1793-(824)-832 cascade The huge error bars 
associated with this data point in Figure 26 make it diffi­
cult to say anything conclusive about the nature of this 
cascade. It does appear that the spin sequence 2-4-2-0 is 
less probable than the others plotted in the figure. There 
is an observed 2617-keV transition from the level to the 
832-keV (2+) level. Also the 1793-keV gamma goes from the 
3450-ke? level to the 1656-keV (4+) level. Together these 
observations limit the spin choices for the 3450-keV level to 
2, 3, and 4 with spin 2 being least likely. 
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2) 12%2-(1375)-832 cascade The data point for 
this cascade is shown in Figure 28. This point clearly 
illustrates the inopportune nature of some locations on an 
versus Ag graph. Even with reasonably small error bars, the 
data point is consistent with spin choices 2, 3, and U. 
3) 952-f1665)-832 cascade The angular correla­
tion coefficients plotted in Figure 29 lie closest to the 
3-2-2-0 ellipse. In fact, the error bars barely overlap this 
ellipse. The 2-2-2-0 ellipse and the 4-2-2-0 point each lie 
at least one and one half standard deviations away from the 
data point. This suggests that spin 3 is favored over spin U 
or spin 2. Noting the discussion of the 1793-(82U)-832 
cascade, spin 2 seems the least likely choice. 
e. y037-ke9 level 
1) 1829- (1375) -832. cascade Figure 28 shows the 
rslativsly large error bars associated Hith the data point 
for this cascade. The three ellipses 1-2-2-0, 2-2-2-0, 
3-2-2-0 appear equally likely according to the nature of this 
data. The 4-2-2-0 point is outside the error bars and would 
seem a less likely choice. There is a 2381-keV gamma transi­
tion to the 1656-keV (4+) level and also a 997-keV transition 
to the 3039-keV (spin 1) level. This information suggests a 
spin choice of 2 or 3, and supports the elimination of 4 as a 
spin possibility. 
2-2-0 
3-2-2-0 
2-2-2 -0  
Figure 28. 
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Gamma-skip-gamma cascades from 'OSr 
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2) 997-(22071-832 cascade One of the interme­
diate spins in this cascade is spin 1 which implies that 
is equal to 0. Thus Figure 30 is a parameterized plot of 
percent L=2 admixture versus corresponding ^2 values. Note 
that the data point overlaps the 1-1-2-0 and 2-1-2-0 ellipses 
and furthermore is quite close to the 3-1-2-0 point. This 
unfortunate location of the data point does not yield any new 
information concerning the spin assignment. 
f. 41%9-keV level (2256-(1060)-832 cascade) The 
error bars for this data point make an unambiguous spin as­
signment prohibitive. However, the data point itself, as 
shown in Figure 27, is nearest the 1-2-2-0 ellipse and this 
choice may be favored. From Figure 27 one can rule out the 
spin sequence 0-2-2-0 as a possibility. The other spin 
sequences that are reasonable are 3-2-2-0, 2-2-2-0, and 
^ —2 ^2 * 
9= âiiâzMV. level 
1) 2128-(1375)-832 cascade The angular corre­
lation fit-function curve for this cascade is shown at the 
top of Figure 23, This fitted curve gives rise to the 
angular correlation coefficients plotted in Figure 28. The 
data point lies nearly on the 3-2-2-0 ellipse, while the 
1-2-2-0 ellipse is barely outside the error bar limits. This 
favors the spin 3 assignment but spin 1 cannot be ruled out. 
Note that for spin 3 choice the L=2 admixture is, most like-
II 
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ly, greater than 98%, which suggests a pure E2 multipolarity 
for the 2128-keV transition and a tentative positive parity 
assignment to the 4335-keV level. On the other hand, for the 
spin 1 choice the L=2 admixture is less than 2 % .  
2) 1838-(16651-832 cascade a t  the bottom of 
figure 23 is the angular correlation fit-function curve for 
this sister cascade. Poor statistics contribute to the 
relatively large errors in the angular correlation 
coefficients as plotted in Figure 29. However, the location 
of the data point clearly favors the spin sequence 1-2-2-0 
over 3-2-2-0. For spin choice 1 the L=2 admixture ranges 
from 21 to 69% for the 1838-keV transition, indicating a pos­
itive parity assignment. 
h. »366-keV level (2473-(10601-832 cascade) The 
data point for this cascade appears in Figure 27, Hithin the 
error bars- the data point is consistent with spin sequences 
3-2-2-0 and 1-2-2-0, The point itself is nearest to the 
3-2-2-0 ellipse. There is an observed crossover to the 
ground state which virtually eliminates the spin 3 choice. 
For spin 1, the L=2 mixing in the 2473-keV transition is less 
than 3%, 
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C. Levels in i*0Cs 
Tentative spin assignments ace made for several energy 
levels of i*ocs populated by the 14-second decay of i*oxe. 
The two-parameter mode of coincidence data collection was 
used in this study to allow more than one coincidence gate to 
be set easily. The two-parameter mode stores coincidence 
events as channel pairs on magnetic buffer tapes, each tape 
with a storage capacity of about 3.3 million event pairs. In 
this study coincidence data was obtained from seven such buf­
fer tapes. 
a profile of coincidence events for the Ge(Li) detector 
is shown in Figure 31. The energy range for this profile is 
from approximately 50 keV to 1500 keV. A skeletal decay 
scheme from Reference 23 is shown in Figure 32. Note that 
only direct cascades appear in this study= The two double-
lined arrows in the figure represent the transitions which 
were selected as energy gates. In order to utilize the 
superior energy resolution of the Ge(Li) detector in fitting 
coincidence peaks, gates were set on the same energy peak for 
each of the six NaI{Tl) detectors. A background energy gate 
was also set for each gating transition. The background gate 
contained channels just above the channel range of the energy 
gate. The area of a peak appearing in the background gated 
spectrum was subtracted from the area of the corresponding 
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Figure 31. coincidence profile taken with 
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peak in coincidence with the gating transition. This deter­
mined the number of true coincidences measured for the 
cascade. 
The energies (and intensities) of the two gating 
transitions are: 805.52 keV (100) and 989.02 keV (15.2). 
Gates were set on the 653.%v-keV, 1309.08-keV^ and 
1315.05-keV transitions, but the results aere not useful. 
Note that each gating transition is among the most intense in 
the decay scheme, and also depopulates the 1W27.57-keV energy 
level. These criteria were chosen because: (1) better sta­
tistics are obtained through more intense cascades, and (2) 
the 1427.57-ke? level has the only definite spin assignment 
in the level scheme prior to this work, 
i+oxe, which is an even-even nucleus, beta decays from 
its 0+ ground state to levels in the odd-odd daughter, i^ocs. 
â M» 4 .JL » ^ «31 Jb Wk 4 ft Oi C ^ ^ T' 1 ^ •• ^  ^ Jta W ^ ^ ^ jMJUAi t ' JkO w tic; s#i» \/ *. 
the loqft value of 4=5 which is obtained from the work done 
by J.P. Adaas- at al. (23). An allowed transition is clearly 
indicated, and a spin choice of 0 or 1 is made for this 
level. Farther, from the rule suggested by Raman and Gove 
(30), which states that beta transitions with logft values 
between 3.6 and 5.9 are not 0+ to 0+, the spin choice for the 
1427.57-keV level is 1This is also consistent with the 
simple shell model interpretation. The low logft value can 
be understood if one of a pair of h(9/2) neutrons in i^oxe 
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changes into a h(11/2) proton in i*ocs. The odd h(11/2) pro­
ton and h (9/2) neutron in i^ocs can couple to give spin 1, 
but not 0. 
It may be appropriate at this time to point out that 
spin-assignment arguments will be presented in this study 
which utilize loqft, internal conversion coefficient (ICC) , 
and gaosa-intensity neasurementso These measurements and 
interpretations are found in the work done by J.P. Adams, et 
al. (23). The gamma-gamma directional correlation 
measurements of cascades in this nucleus will supplement 
these arguments in the sense of corroborating and/or limiting 
spin assignments already made. 
There are eleven gamma rays which depopulate the 
1427.57-ke7 level (1+). Among these, the 805.52-ke? and 
Ê53.U0-keV gammas have ICC's which indicate pure El 
Etiltipolarities^ This definitely establishes odd parity for 
the 77%.12-ke9 and 622.02-keV levels. Further ICC 
measurements for transitions between levels with energies 
less than 774.12-keV indicate that these low-lying levels all 
have odd parity. 
In constructing a spin assignment framework, a plausible 
rule to follow (Reference 23) is that any transition 
depopulating the 1427.57-kev level with an intensity greater 
than or equal to one percent of the 805.52-keV gamma is not 
purs H2. According to the Hiesskopf single-particle 
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estimates, the probability ratio of a 1-MeV transition being 
pure El to pure M2 is 10*. It is thus unlikely that all El 
transitions from the 1427.57-keV level are hindered to such a 
degree as to permit pure M2 transitions to compete success­
fully. This implies that energy levels populated by 
transitions from the 1427.57-keV level with intensities 
greater than one percent of the 805.52-keV gamma have spin 
possibilities 0, 1, or 2. 
1. Results for direct cascades in :*0Cs 
The first transition in each cascade depopulates the 
1427.57-keV level (1+). It will further be assumed that the 
first transition in each cascade is essentially pure E1. 
Under this assumption the angular correlation coefficient 
is zero. Thus, graphs representing percent E2 (for the sec­
ond transition) versus will be presented for various spin 
^^"41 /-V ^ y-s.-* 1? ^ /^L. i O oti? D ^ WS A % 4 c 
..... — - ... «*. A » y 
parameterized by the mixing ratio and ellipses result from 
the variation of the mixing ratio. Even if a small amount of 
M2 mixing is present in the first transition, this will not 
substantially shift the ellipses or modify the shapes of the 
ellipses. To be sure, spin choices are eliminated in the 
following discussion only when the data point is far from 
such a spin sequence ellipse. 
Four representative angular correlation fit-function 
curves are shown in Figures 33 and 3^. These curves are fit 
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Figure 3W. Fit-function curves from the i*ocs ex­
periment for cascades 806-557 and 
989-374 
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via a least-squares method to the angular correlation distri­
bution function W (0) =1+&2*^2 ^ * In each of the two 
figures, the top fit-function curve represents a cascade from 
the 805«52-keV transition gate, and the curve at the bottom a 
cascade from the 989,02-keV gate. Further references to 
these figures will be made at appropriate points below. 
Table 3 sumaarizes the results of all cascades considered. 
Analysis of these cascades is complicated by the fact 
that the spin of the intermediate state is not known. Ac­
cording to the above discussion, the possible spin choices 
are 0, 1, or 2. since many of the correlations, involving 
both the 806 and 989 keV gates, have significant 
anisotropies, it follows that 1=0 is not possible for the in­
termediate state. However, 1=1 and 1=2 both remain as possi­
bilities for the 439 and 622 keV levels. Therefore, in the 
JLWJLXV/n UlO«9.^ UM V U O WA. OL t ^  V/ ^  W<cr \A A. V# 4. 
each cascade, one set with intermediate spin 1 and another 
set with intersediate spin 2, 
a. 1Q3o1-keV level *806-519 cascade) The angular 
correlation coefficient &2 shown plotted in Figure 35 for 
a spin choice of 1 for the intermediate state and Figure 36 
for an intermediate spin of 2. 
Table 3. Results from the i*0Cs experiment 
Level 
(keV) Cascade 
ermediate Spin Mixing ratio 
spin sequence range % L =2 range 
1 1- 1- 1 0.14 0.20 0.28 1.8 4.0 7.3 
1-1-1 7. 4 4.9 3.6 98. 96. 93. 
2 1-2-1 -2. 2 -1.8 -1.6 83. 77. 71. 
1-2-1 0.07 -0. 13 -0.21 0.4 1.7 4.2 
1-2-2 0.34 0. 45 0. 61 10. 17. 27. 
1-2-2 6.3 3.8 2.5 98. 93. 86. 
1 1-1-1 -0.03 0.01 0. 05 0.1 o
 
o
 
o
 
Ul
 
2 1-2-1 0.09 0.05 0.01 0.8 o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
1-2-2 0.58 -0.68 -0. 80 25. 31. 39. 
0 006-622 0.272±0.047 
989-439 0.135±0.030 
13 806-608 -0o211±0.046 1 - 1 - 0  
1 - 1 - 2  
1 - 1 - 2  
3.3 
0.67 
-a 
7.9 
0. tin 
91. 98. 
31. 16. 
1 - 2 - 0  
1 - 2 - 2  
1 - 2 - 2  
1.5 1.9 2.4 
0.18 0.07 -0.02 
69. 78. 85. 
3.1 0.5 0.0 
^Point corresponding to this spin sequence lies within error bars. 
Table 3. {continued) 
Level Intermediate Spin Mixing ratio 
(keV) Cascade h p  spin sequence range %  L - 2  range 
65 806-557 0.089*0.025 1 1-1-1 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02 0.7 0.2 0.0 
1-1-2 -0.32 -1.45 9.5 68o 
1-1-3 -b 
2 1-2-1 0.14 0.11 0.08 1.9 1.1 0.6 
1-2-2 -0.54 -0.85 23. 42. 
1-2-3 0.03 0.07 0. 12 0.1 0.5 1.3 
989-374 0.306±0.087 1 - 1 - 1  
1 - 1 - 1  
1-1-3 
1 - 2 - 1  
1 - 2 - 1  
1-2-3 
0.13 
7.9 
0 . 2 6  
3.9 
0.42 
2.4 
-2.2 -1.6 -1.2 
-0.06 -0. 19 -0. 37 
0.32 6.9 
1.6 6.2 15. 
98. 94. 85. 
83. 73. 57. 
0.3 3.3 12. 
9.4 98. 
103 806-519 0.174±0.082 1 1-1-1 1 o
 
•
 
o
 
0.07 0. 18 0.2 0.4 
1-1-1 -22. 15. 5.5 100 100 
2 1-2-1 -3.7 -2.6 -1.9 93. 87. 
1-2- 1 0.10 0.0 -0.11 1.1 0.0 
^Point corresponding to spin sequence 1-1-3 lies just outside error bars 
Table 3. coatinu(>d 
level Intermediate Spin Mixing ratio 
(keV) Cascade A2 spin sequence range % L= 2 range 
113 806-510 ••0.058±0„083 1 1-1-1 -0.42 -0. 26 -0*14 15. 6.4 1.8 
1-1-1 -2. 4 -3.8 -7.4 85. 94. 98. 
1-1-2 21. -5.1 -2.1 100 96o 81. 
1-1-2 0.35 0.10 -0. 16 11. 0.9 2.5 
2 1- 2- 1 49. -12. -5.4 100 99. 97. 
1-2- 1 0.41 0,29 0. 19 14. 7.8 3.3 
1-2-2 2.7 4.8 18. 88. 96. 100 
1-2-2 -0.07 -0.22 -0.38 0.4 4.5 13. 
232 806-390 0.123±0.0 46 1 
2 
1-1-1 - 0 o 06 0.0 0.4 0.0 
1-1-1 -16. >100. 100 100 
1- 1-2 -1.3 -0.41 61. 14. 
1-1-3 -b 
1-2-1 -4.0 -3. 2 -2.7 94. 91. 88. 
1-2- 1 0.12 0.06 o
 
o
 
1.4 0.4 0.0 
1-2-2 -21. -6.7 3.6 100 98. 93. 
1-2-2 -0.51 -0. 64 -0. 83 20. 29. 41. 
1-2-3 0.05 0. 13 0. 22 0.3 1.8 4.6 
1-2-3 -8.5 -28. 21. 99. 100 100 
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Figure 35. ^»ocs cascades 806^519 and 806-557 for 
intermediate spin 1 
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Figure 36. isocs cascades 806-519 and 806-557 for 
intermediate spin 2 
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1) Intermediate spin 1 In Figure 35, the data 
point plus error bars are consistent with the spin sequence 
ellipse 1-1-1. The error bar intercepts the 1-1-2 ellipse in. 
the range of 20% to 5055 E2 mixing. The point corresponding 
to spin sequence 1-1-3 lies about one half standard deviation 
outside the error bars, which makes this sequence possible 
but not probable. Spin sequence 1-1-0 is definitely ruled 
out since the theoretical point lies far fros the error bars 
of the data point. 
2) Intermediate spin 2 Spin sequences 1-2-1, 
1-2-2, and 1-2-3 are all consistent with the data point shc*r. 
in Figure 36. However, points representing spin sequences 
1-2-0 and 1-2-4 are definitely eliminated. 
The beta feeding to this level has a measured logft 
value of 6.73 which indicates a probable first-forbidden 
nûûuriique beta transition, and thus lizitc the spiz 
ities to 0 and 1. In each case above spin 0 is ruled out. 
ThuSf spin choice 1 is assigned for the 103.1-k9? level. 
b. Ground state f806-622g 989-^39 cascades! For 
each of the two energy gates there is a direct cascade to the 
ground state. The fit-function curves for the two cascades 
806-622 and 989-439 are shown in Figure 33. The second rrar.-
sition in the 806-622 cascade has a measured internal coa*er-
sion coefficient corresponding to approzimately SC« E2 
mixing. For the 989-439 cascade the second transition 
100-
- 2 - 3  
-2-2 806-
519 J 
- 2 -
806-557 40-
20-
-2-0 I I L. "njjW' W' 
-0.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.4 
A 2  
Figure 36. i+wcs cascades 806-519 and 806-557 for 
intermediate spin 2 
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1) Intermediate spin 1 In Figure 35, the data 
point plus error bars are consistent with the spin sequence 
ellipse 1-1-1. The error bar intercepts the 1-1-2 ellipse in 
the range of 20% to 50% E2 mixing. The point corresponding 
to spin sequence 1-1-3 lies about one half standard deviation 
outside the error bars, which makes this sequence possible 
but not probable. Spin sequence 1-1-0 is definitely ruled 
out since the theoretical point lies far from the error bars 
of the data point. 
2) Intermediate spin 2 Spin seguences\1-2-1, 
1-2-2, and 1-2-3 are all consistent with the data point shown 
in Figure 36. However, points representing spin sequences 
1-2-0 and 1-2-4 are definitely eliminated. 
The beta feeding to this level has a measured logft 
value of 5.73 which indicates a probable first-forbidden . 
nonunique beta transitioa, and thus lisits the spin possibil­
ities to 0 and 1. In each case above spin 0 is ruled out. 
Thus, spin choice 1 is assigned for the 103.1-ke7 level. 
b. Ground state 2806-622* 989-439 cascades^ For 
each of the two energy gates there is a direct cascade to the 
ground state. The fit-function curves for the two cascades 
806-622 and 989-439 are shown in Figure 33. The second tran­
sition in the 806-622 cascade has a measured internal conver­
sion coefficient corresponding to approximately 60% E2 
sizing. For the 9 89-4 39 cascade the second transition could 
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have an E2 alzture as high as 20% to 30%. This is also based 
on an ICC measurement. Thus the angular correlation coeffi­
cient should intercept, within limits of statistical uncer­
tainty, the ellipse corresponding to the correct spin se­
quence in the appropriate ranges of percent E2 mixing. 
1) 806-6 22 cascade Figures 37 and 38 indicate 
sets of ellipses eith intermediate spin 1 and 2 respectively. 
In figure 37 the only possible spin sequence choice that 
is consistent with the data is 1-1-1. The error bars 
intercept this ellipse in the ranges 1.8% to 7.3% and 93% to 
98% L=2 admixture. Unfortunately the error bars on the ICC 
measureaent are large and although the data point itself 
corresponds to 60% L=2 admixture the error bars extend the 
measurement nearly to the HI and E2 lines. Thus the angular 
correlation measurement for this cascade does not rule out 
of  mi  r t r r  
For intermediate spin 2, the data point intercepts the 
1-2-1 ellipse in the 71% to 83% L=2 range. This is consist­
ent with the ICC measurement for the 622-iceV transition. The 
1-2-2 ellipse lies just outside the error bars. The closest 
point on this ellipse corresponds to an L=2 admixture of 70%. 
The point corresponding to spin sequence 1-2-0 lies far from 
the data point and this sequence is ruled out. Another pos­
sibility in this figure would be spin sequence 1-2-3. This 
ellipse is intercepted in the range 865 to 98% L=2 adaixture. 
100-
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Figure 37. i^ocs cascades 806-622 emd 806-608 foe 
intermediate spin 1 
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Figure 3(3. **0C;3 cascades 806-622 and 806-608 foe 
intermediate spin 2 
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However, spin 3 can be ruled out for the ground state on the 
basis of beta feeding to the ground state (0+) of even-even 
i40Ba. The loqft value is reported by Schick and Talbert 
(28) to be 7.34, and that is certainly not third forbidden 
which would be the necessary classification for a 3- to 0+ 
beta transition. 
In saaiaary, spins 1 and 2 are plausible spin choices for 
the ground state, and spin 0 is ruled out. 
2) 9 89-439 cascade Figures 39 and 40 show 
ellipses with intermediate spins 1 and 2. In this case the 
percent E2 mixing should be consistent with a small value, 
perhaps <20S, since ICC aeasureoents indicate a pure Ml 
aultipolarity for the 439-keV transition. 
From Figure 39 it is clear that spin sequence 1-1-1 is 
consistent with a zero L=2 admixture. The percent L=2 mixing 
ranges frcs 0 to 0.3 for this spin ssqcsncs. 
There are two plausible spin sequence choices in Figure 
40. Both ellipses 1-2-1 and 1-2-3 are intercepted near the 
pure L=1 point. The 1-2-1 ellipse indicates an L=2 admixture 
between 0% and 0.8%, while the 1-2-3 ellipse is intercepted 
in the range 1.0% to 4.2%. However, as noted earlier, spin 3 
is definitely eliminated as a viable spin possibility for the 
ground state on the basis of beta feeding to i^oBa. Also 
from Figure 40 the error bars almost extend down to 25% L=2 
adaixture on the 1-2-2 ellipse. Hosever, froa ICC 
100-
989-374 
80-
60-
40-
20-
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0,0 0.6 0.4 0.2 -0.2 
A2 
Figure 39. i^ocs cascades 989-439 and 989-374 for 
intermediate spin 1 
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Figure 40. »««>Cs cascades 989-439 and 989-374 for 
intermediate spin 2 
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measurements the nazimua acceptable L=2 mixing is 20% for the 
139-lceV transition. So spin 2 seems unlikely for the ground 
state, but can not quite be ruled out. 
Thus the measured angular correlation coefficient for 
the 989-439 cascade strongly favors spin choice 1 for the 
ground state. 
Strong arguments have been made in the preceding discus­
sion to help interpret angular correlation measurements in 
terms of making definite spin assignments. The discussion of 
remaining levels which appear in this report contain weak 
supportive arguments to the angular correlation data. Many 
of these arguments are based on the spin assignment of the 
6U.75-ke? level. 
c, 6ti.75-ke? level (80 6-557, 989-37% cascades) As 
reported here, two direct cascades populate the 64.75-keV en­
ergy level. The angular correlation fit-function curves for 
these cascades are shown in Figure 3U. The second transition 
in the 806-557 cascade is known, on the basis of ICC measure­
ment; to have an E2 mixture of less than about 50%. 
1) 806-557 cascade Sets of ellipses with in­
termediate spins 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 35 and 36 re­
spectively. 
The data point as plotted in Figure 35 is consistent 
with ellipse 1-1-1. The range of 1=2 mixing for this spin 
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sequence is 0% to 0.7%. Although the point corresponding to 
spin sequence 1-1-3 is just outside the error bar, this se­
quence is excluded because of the predominantly HI nature of 
the 557-ke? transition. The data point plus error bars 
intercept the 1-1-2 ellipse in the range 9.5% to 68% 1=2 
admixture. Thus spin sequences 1-1-1 and 1-1-2 are possibil­
ities for intermediate spin 1. 
In Figure 36, the spin sequences 1-2-1, 1-2-2, and 1-2-3 
are possibilities. The theoretical point for spin sequence 
1-2-4 is very far from the data point and is eliminated as a 
possibility. Further, it is not consistent with the Ml 
Bultipolarity for the 557-keV transition. The range of 
percent 1=2 admixture for spin sequence 1-2-1 is 0.6% to 1.9% 
and is 0.1% to 1.3% for the sequence 1-2-3. For spin se­
quence 1-2-2 the admixture is 23% to 42%. 
This cascade yields five spin sequances that regain 
definite candidates: 1-1-1, 1-1-2, 1-2-1, 1-2-2, and 1-2-3. 
2) 989r,37M_casc&Ae Figure 39 contains ellipses 
with intermediate spin 1. The data point plus error bars 
intercept only the 1-1-1 ellipse. The 1-1-2 ellipse lies 
more than two standard deviations outside the error bars and 
can be ruled cut. 
The data point in Figure 40 intercepts ellipses 1-2-1, 
1-2-2, 1-2-3. Sequence 1-2-2 is perhaps less likely than the 
other two. The theoretical point 1-2-4 is far from the data 
point and is excluded as a possibility. 
Combining the results for these two cascades indicates 
that both spins 1 and 3 are possible assignments for the 
64.75-keV level. At this point, weak arguments can be made 
which favor spin 3, In the energy level scheme a transition 
is noticeably absent from the 1427.57-keV level to the 
64.75-keV level. One possible explanation is that the spin 
of the 6tio75-keV level is such that a transition from the 1 + 
level is hindered, because the spin of the 54.75-keV level is 
at least as large as spin 3. Also, note that there is an ob­
served transition from the 1427.57-ke9 level (1+) to the 
ground state, which has a spin 1 assignment, so that one 
might expect to see a transition to the 64.75-ke? level if it 
also had spin 1. A third point favoring spin choice 3 is 
that no transition from the 6t,75-keV level to the ground 
state (spiû has bssr. obssrvsd, although a search sas zade 
for one (23). The low-energy transitions in this nucleus 
tend to be predominantly Ml, with little E2 contribution. If 
the 64o75-ke7 level is 1-, then there could be an HI transi­
tion to the first excited state. If the 64.75-keV level is 
3-, however, the transition to the ground state would be E2, 
and its absence would be consistent with the general weakness 
of low energy B2 transitions in this nucleus. 
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d. 622.02-kev level This level is the interaediate 
spin state for all direct cascades involving the 805.52-keV 
El transition. The 557.26-ke? transition occurs between the 
622.02-keV and 64.75-keV levels. This transition is measured 
(ICC) to be Hi which, if one assumes that spin 3 is the 
proper choice for the 64.75-ke7 level, implies that the spin 
of the 622.02-keV level is at least as large as 2. This ar­
gument leads to a definite spin 2 assignment for this level. 
However, since the spin of the 6ii,75-ke? level is not 
definitely 3-, spin 1 is not entirely excluded as the 
622.02-keV level assignment. 
e. 13,13-keV level (806-608 cascade) The data point 
for this cascade is plotted in Figures 37 and 38. 
1) Intermediate spin 1 Ellipses 1-1-1 and 
1-1-2 are intercepted by error bars in Figure 37. For 
ellipse 1-1-"! the L=2 fixing is to 62*^ shiie ellipse 
1-2-1 is intercepted in the range 16% to 98%. Also, the 
point corresponding to the spin sequence 1-1-0 is within the 
error bars. Spin sequence 1-1-3 however can be eliminated as 
a possibility since this point is far outside the data point 
error bars. Thus spins 0, 1, and 2 are possibilities for the 
13.13-keV level. 
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2) Intermediate spin 2 In Figure 38 note that 
spin sequences 1-2-0, 1-2-1, 1-2-2, 1-2-3 are all consistent 
with the data point. Spin 3 can be ruled out since there is 
a mi3.65-keV transition from the 1+ level. However, spin 
sequence 1-2-2 may be favored over 1-2-1 and 1-2-3 as the 
mixing ratio for the 1-2-2 ellipse indicates that the 
608,05-ke? transition to be nearly pure HI, whereas ellipses 
1-2-1 and 1-2-3 are consistent with a fair amount (>16% and 
>25%, respectively) of E2 mixing. Clearly spin sequence 
1-2-W is ruled out from the figure. Spins 0, 1, 2, 3 are 
thus possibilities for the 13.13-keV level with spins 0 and 2 
perhaps slightly favored over spins 1 and 3. 
From the angular correlation coefficient measurement for 
this cascade only spin 4 can be definitely ruled out as a 
spin assignment for the 13.13-keV level. Since the 
o22.C2-ke7 level is the iatarmediats stats in this cascade, 
and if one accepts its tentative spin 2 assignment, spins 0, 
2 may be slightly favored. Note that in the energy level 
scheme the 64.75-ke? level (a tentative spin '3 state) decays 
to the 13o13-ke7 level by an HI (50.8-keV) transition. This 
statement implies that the spin of the 13.13-ke? level must 
be greater than or equal to 2. k spin choice of 2 would be 
consistent with the angular correlation data. However, this 
is a weak argument, and spins 0 and 1 are not excluded. 
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f. 112.52-keV level 1806-510 cascade) The experi­
mental angular correlation coefficient for this cascade is 
shown in Figures 41 and 42. There is an observed 1315.05-keV 
transition from the 1427,57-keV level (1+) to indicate that 
spin possibilities for the 112.52-keV level are limited to 0, 
and 2. 
1) Interaediate spin 1 la Figure 41 the data 
point is consistent with ellipses 1-1-1, 1-1-2. The theoret­
ical point corresponding to spin sequence 1-1-0 is approxi­
mately one standard deviation outside the error bars and 
appears an unlikely candidate. 
2) Intermediate spin 2 Ellipses 1-2-1 and 
1-2-2 are consistent with the data point as is shown in 
Figure 42. The theoretical point 1-2-0 lies approximately 
one standard deviation outside the error bars. 
For each intsrssdiate spin choice^ spin 0 regains an 
unlikely assignment for the 112.52-ke? level. This is con­
sistent with the observed presence of the 47.75-keY transi­
tion from the 112,52-keV level to the 64,75-keV level (3-). 
Thus spins 1 and 2 remain a^ viable possibilities for this 
level. 
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Figure «tZ. 806-510 i+ocs cascade for intermediate 
spin 2 
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g. 232.09-keV level (806-390 cascade) 
1) Intermediate spin 1 The data point in 
Figure 43 is consistent with ellipses 1-1-1 and 1-1-2. also, 
the theoretical point corresponding to 1-1-3 is less than one 
standard deviation ouside the error bars. One can, however, 
unambiguously rule out spin sequence 1-1-0 as this point lies 
far ouside the error bars, 
2) Intermediate spin 2 Ellipses 1-2-1, 1-2-2, 
and 1-2-3 are consistent with the data point as is shown in 
Figure 44, Both theoretical points 1-2-0 and 1-2-4 are far 
outside the error bars and can be excluded from spin possi­
bilities. 
The angular correlation measurement for this cascade 
indicates that spins 1, 2, 3 are definite possibilities for 
the 232.09-keV level, and that spins 0 and 4 are not. 
Contrary to most of t h e  low-lTing energy levels in this 
scheme there is no observed transition to the 232.09-keV 
level from the 1427,57-keY level (1+) = Jks in the case of the 
64.75-ke? level a weak argument can be made from this state­
ment. That is, the spin of the 232.09-keV level is such that 
a transition from the 1+ state would have multipolarity H2 or 
higher. If the 232.09-keV level has a spin greater than or 
equal to 3, then the transition would have to be, at least, a 
pure H2 which would indeed be hindered. Spin 3 is thus fa­
vored over spins 1 and 2. 
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLOSIONS 
The results of angular correlation measurements of 
cascades in i+oga give rise to definite spin assignments for 
eight levels, tentative assignments for five levels, and a 
choice between two spins for two levels. In searching for a 
plausible explanation for level assignments in i*OBa note 
that Basinger, Schick, and Talbert (31) have discussed levels 
in another even-even N=84 nucleus, i+zce, in terms of a 
hydrodynaaic model of the nucleus. An N=84 nucleus, such as 
:*OBa, has two neutrons outside a closed shell and may have 
oscillations about a spherical equilibrium shape. 
The first excited state in i+oga would be identified as 
a 1-phonon state in this model, and the levels at 1131 keV 
(4 + ) and 1511 keV (2+) are possible members of a 2-phonon 
triplet. There is no observed ground-state transition from 
either level, is agrssssr^t s it h ths scdsl. Also there is 
significant (>45%! S2 mixing in the 908-keV transition be­
tween the two 2+ levels as this transition, according to this 
sodel identification of states? connects a 2-phonon state 
with a 1-phonon state. 
The C* state at 1824 keV could be the third member of 
the 2-phonon triplet. However, it occurs at a fairly high 
energy and is more likely to be a member of the 3-phonon 
multiplet. The nearby 3^^ state at 1951 keV is another candi­
date for a 3-phonoa state. There is no observed transition 
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from this level to the l-phonon state (2+) and Sach a transi­
tion is forbidden by the model. Also, the 821-keV transition 
from the 1951-keV state to the 2-phonon (U+) level at 1131 
keV has an 1=2 admixture of about 20%. 
The spin assignments to levels in i*OBa provide further 
information to the systematics in H=84 nuclei. The first 
three excited states {spins 2*, 4+, 2+) in i*OBa are consist­
ent with the trend of energies in corresponding levels in the 
B=8U isotones. The first three excited states monotonically 
decrease in energy as the number of protons decreases from 
Z=64 in **«Gd toward the magic number 50. In contrast to the 
monotonie decrease in energy of the first three excited 
states, the 3- state (1803 ke? in i*0Ba) increases in energy 
with decreasing proton number. 
It would be useful to have energy-level information for 
and to see i f  the latest  energy levels increase 
drastically in energy as predicted by the shell model. 
The results of angular correlation measurements of 
cascades in yield definite spin assignments for eight 
levels: Six levels have tentative assignments, three levels 
have a choice of two spins, and one level has a choice of 
three spins. 
Recent {t,p) reaction studies {32j confirm the spin 
assignments made in this work for the first three excited 
states and the spin 0 state at 2971 keV, However, there is a 
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conflict in the assignment of the 2207-kev level. The reac­
tion studies indicate a 3- spin, while the angular correla­
tion coefficients for the 1375-832 direct cascade dictate a 
spin 2 with substantial L=2 mixing (>15%). 
Like itOBa, ««Sr (N=52) has two neutrons outside a 
closed shell. It may prove useful, for comparison, to look 
at the spin assignments for ®®Sr also in terms of oscilla­
tions about a spherical equilibrium shape. The first excited 
state would be a 1-phonon state as before. The next two 
levels (spins 2*, 4+) could be identified as members of the 
2-phonon triplet. A weak ground-state transition is indicat­
ed from the 2* level at 1892 keV (forbidden by the model), 
but this placement was made without coincidence information 
for the 1892-keV transition. Further, the 1060-keV transi­
tion, which connects the 2-phonon 1892-keV level (2+) to the 
l-puoaori (2*1 level, has a significant (>15%) L=2 adsixturs. 
The spin 0 state at 2971 ke? is probably too high in en­
ergy to be identified as a member of the 2-phonon triplet. 
I t  i s  s o r e  l i k e l y  a  a e s b e r  o f  t h e  3 - p h o n o n  m u l t i p l e t ,  al­
though it is difficult to identify other possible members of 
the 3-phonon multiplet the 2927-keV level (spin U or 3+) may 
be such a member. There are no observed transitions from 
this level to either the ground state or the 1-phonon first 
excited state. This observation is consistent with the 
modèle 
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The results of angular correlation measurements in 
i*ocs, plus other available experimental data, yield a 
definite spin assignment for one level, tentative assignments 
for five levels, and a choice between two spins for two 
levels. 
i^ocs is an odd-odd nucleus with five protons (Z=55) 
outside the clcsed shell at 50, and three neutrons (N=85) 
outside the closed shell at 82. According to the shell model 
the 1g7/2 state would be the first single-particle state to 
be filled after the magic number 50, although there is not a 
large separation from the next level configuration of 2dgy2• 
One might expect that the odd proton has a spin of either 7/2 
or 5/2. Further, for nearby Cs isotopes with A=133, 135, and 
137 the ground state and first excited state have spins 7/2+ 
and 3/2+0 "The first siugle-pactici« shell model neutron 
state above isagic number 8 2 is 2fyy2 = For the H=05 nucleus 
i«3Ce the ground state has spin ?/2~« For the two 
lowest lying energy levels have spins 7/2- and 3/2". This 
suggests that the three neutrons outside the closed shell in 
i*ocs couple, in the (2fyy2 )^ configuration, to spin 3/2 or 
1 / 2 , ,  
Assuming the ground-state configuration of five Ig^^g 
protons coupled to 7/2 and three neutrons coupled to 
3/2, there are four possible states froa the neutron-proton 
134 
spin coupling. These states would have spins 2, 3, 4, 5. On 
the other hand, if the neutrons couple to 1/2, the protons 
could combine to form eight states with spins 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7. Becoupling the protons to spin 5/2 and combining 
them with the three neutrons coupled to, first 7/2, and then 
5 / 2 ,  g i v e s  s t a t e s  o f  s p i n s  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  U  a n d  2 ,  3 ,  U ,  5 ,  6 ,  
By excluding spin states greater than 3, the following states 
are possible, according to this coupling scheme, for the low-
lying levels in **®Cs; one state with spin 0, three spin 1 
states, four spin 2 states, and four spin 3 states. Some of 
these twelve possibilities may be seen for six of the lowest 
lying levels indicated in Figure 32. 
135 
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